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1984-85 LADY REBEL SCHEDULE 
Nov. 26 at Northern Arizona University 
Nov. 30 at Berkeley Tournament 
(Oral Roberts, Berkeley, 
UNLV, Texas A&M) 
Dec. 4 LSU 
Dec. 7-8 7-UP DESERT CLASSIC 
(Fullerton , Texas, UNLV, Alabama) 
Dec. 13 OHIO STATE 
Dec. 29 at U. of Colorado 
Dec. 30 at Colorado State University 
Jan. 4 BUDWEISER TOURNAMENT 
(Penn State, Oregon State, 
Creighton U., UNLV) 
Jan. 7 West Texas State University 
vs. U. of Detroit 
Jan. 8 WEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Jan. 9 UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT 
Jan. 11 . OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Jan. 15 UNIV. OF NEVADA-RENO 
Jan. 17 at UCSB 
Jan. 18 at Utah State 
Jan: 19 at U. of Utah 
Jan. 24 FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 
Jan. 25 UNIV. OF THE PACIFIC 
Jan. 26 Fairfield Univ. vs. Univ. of the Pacific 
Feb. 2 LOUISIANA TECH 
Feb. 7 at Univ. of the Pacific 
Feb. 9 at Univ. of Nevada-Reno 
Feb. 17 at UC-Irvine 
Feb. 23 UCSB 
Feb. 27 IRVINE 
Mar. 4-5 at University of Hawaii 
Mar. 9-10 PCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS-Irvine, Calif. 
MEDIA PROCEDURES 
PRESS CREDENTIALS: Credentials for working press and photographers may be 
obtained by contacting: 
Sports Information Office 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
4505 Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
{702) 739-3207 
INTERVIEWS: All player interviews must be arranged through the Sports Information 
Office. Interviews with Co-Head Coaches Sheila Strike-Bolla and Jim Bolla can be 
arranged through the Sports Information Office or by calling the Women's Basketball 
Office directly. Post game interviews will be permitted after a ten minute cooling-off 
after each game. 
COVERING PRACTICE: Reporters and photographers are invited to cover basket.ball 
practice only after clearing their attendance with the Women's Basketball Office or 
the Sports Information Office. Practice time will vary throughout the season. 
QUICK FACTS 
OFFICE ADDRESS - 4505 Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154 
OFFICE TELEPHONE - (702) 739-3295 
HOME COURT - Thomas & Mack Center (18,500) 
CONFERENCE - PCAA 
COLORS - Scarlet & Gray 
NICKNAME - Lady Rebels 
PRESIDENT - Dr. Robert C. Maxson 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR - Dr. Brad Rothermel 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR - Joyce Aschenbrenner 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID - Brian Balk 
SPORTS INFORMATION PHONE - (702) 739-3207 
HOME PHONE - (702) 876-1583 
ENROLLMENT - 11 ,000 
CO-HEAD COACHES- Sheila Stri ke-Bolla (Laurentian '75); 
UNLV Record: 73-39 (.651 four years) 
Jim Bolla (University of Pittsburgh '75) 
UNLV Record : 24-7 (.774 one year) 
ASSISTANT COACH - Jerry Busone (Santa Fe '73) 
HEAD TRAINER - Peanuts Boyer (University of Pittsburgh '79) 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR - Roz Cohn (Hunter '67) 
BASKETBALL OFFICE PHONE - (702) 739-3151 
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Baseball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fred Dallimore 
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1984-85 UNLV LADY REBEL OUTLOOK 
ONE STEP FURTHER 
The 1984-85 UNLV Lady Rebel Basketball 
team hopes to go one step further this 
season . In 1982-83, the Lady Rebels ' 24-4 
mark was the most successful record in the 
program's history. In 1983-84, the Lady 
Rebels became the first-ever PCAA 
Women's Basketball Champions, advancing 
to the first round of the NCAA Tournament 
(another Lady Rebel first). In this 1984-85 
season the UNLV Lady Rebels will attempt 
to conquer another step toward their goal of 
climbing to the top of the collegiate basket-
ball world . 
"We've tasted two years of success," Lady 
Rebel Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said . "We 
finally made it to the NCAA Tournament . 
Now that we know what it takes to get there, 
we have to take it one step further." 
Last year was indeed a banner season for 
the Lady Rebels. The team started the year 
with a string of six consecutive wins, com-
piled a perfect 4-0 conference record and 
ended the year with a 24-7 slate. Despite a 
78-58 loss in the first round of the NCAA 
Tournament to California State Long Beach, 
the 1983-84 campaign was overwhelmingly 
one of the most prosperous ever for UNLV 
Women's Basketball . 
This year 's edition of UNLV Lady Rebel 
Basketball will differ slightly from the 1983-84 
team, but will maintain the " theme" of suc-
cess. "We will be smaller this year than last 
year," Bolla said . " But we'll offset our lack 
in height by using more skilled players at all 
the positions." 
There will be many other noticeable revi-
sions in the 1984-85 edition of Lady Rebel 
Basketball. One of the biggest changes will 
be the quickened pace. 
" We are going to play an up-tempo game 
this season," Bolla explained. " Our plan is 
to use speed and quickness. We hope to be 
quick both offensively and defensively, we'll 
try to get up and down the court very fast. 
The different style we hope to play should 
dictate an up-tempo pace. Whether it be a 
half-court or full-court press, we'll keep a fast 
pace and try to create turnovers." 
An up-tempo style of play will mandate 
more frequent substitutions - even the 
fastest locomotives run out of steam some 
time or another. "We're going to have to play 
at least eight players consistently," Bolla 
said. 
Once again, the Lady Rebels will be led 
by All-America candidate Misty Thomas. 
Thomas, 5-11 , Junior, out of Windsor, Ontario, 
Canada, has guided the team for the past 
two years in the point guard slot. Last year, 
4 
she compiled 15.5 points per game, 6.3 re-
bounds per game and broke the school 
season assist record with 180 in 1983-84 
(breaking Sheila Powell 's old record of 174 
set in 1976-77). Thomas also earned CoS IDA 
Academic All-America honors accumulating 
a 3.94 grade point average. Along with Dan-
ny Tarkanian , first team Academic All-
America on the Rebel Men's team , they 
became the first-ever Academic All-America 
tandum in the country. 
"The key to the team this year will be 
Misty," Bolla stated firmly. " She is so ver-
satile that she can play anywhere. In size, 
she is actually not a point guard, but she 
handles the ball so well that we have to 
utilize her there." 
Thomas spent this summer developing 
her talents through international competition 
at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games, 
as a member of the Canadian Olympic team. 
Donya Monroe, a 6-2 junior, returns and 
will add leadership to this year's squad . 
Monroe finished the 1983-84 season as the 
Lady Rebels top rebounder (8.5 rebounds 
per game) and third leading scorer (11 .8 
points per game). Also returning are 
sophomores Angela Christian (6-2) and 
Charlotte " Neicy" Blair {5-9) . Christian saw 
action last season as the back-up power for-
ward and tallied 7.1 points and 5.2 rebounds 
per game. Blair was a substitute point guard 
and compiled 3.9 points and 1.2 rebounds 
per game. 
Adding depth to this year's squad are 
juniors Jackie Tefft (6-4) and Kathy LaVern 
(6-1) . Tefft saw limited action last season at 
the center position, but will be used more 
extensively this season . Lavern was a back-
up forward and tallied 4.1 points and 2.7 re-
bounds per game. 
The Lady Rebels have compensated for 
the loss of six letter winners with a quality 
recruiting class. Joining the squad will be 
two of the finest prepsters in the country, 
Karen Hall , 5-4 point guard, and Zina Har-
ris, 5-8 guard/forward. Hall hails from Mt. 
Alvernia High School in Pittsburgh where 
she accumulated 1,824 points and 575 steals 
and was a four year starter. She was selected 
to the "Fabulous Five" by the Pittsburgh Post 
Gazette and was heavily recruited by 
women's basketball powers North Carolina, 
Missouri and two-time defending national 
champions USC. Harris, from Gallatin High 
School in Gallatin , Tennessee, was a Parade 
All-America and an All-State selection. Over 
her four year career at Gallatin , she broke 
every school record (except in free throw 
l 
All-America Candidate Misty Thomas drives to the basket. 
percentage) and averaged 18.5 points per 
game. 
Also new to the Lady Rebel attack force 
will be Shauna Crawley and Lisa Rhymer. 
Crawley (6-0}, a registered nurse from Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada, will enter UNLV as 
a sophomore and will see action at the for-
ward slot. Rhymer (5-8), a native of the Virgin 
Islands, is what Bolla labels "a raw talent 
with much potential." 
Walk-ons Kris Stiver (5-10, forward/guard) 
and Saundra McPherson {5-7 guard) , both 
from Las Vegas, will provide the necessary 
bench strength this season . 
One factor that is missing from 1984-85 
Lady Rebel roster - seniors - is one that 
most teams consider essential. The Lady 
Rebels, however, do not consider the 
absence of senior players a crucial factor-
leadership capabilities are found in every 
class. 
" Both Misty (Thomas) and Donya 
(Monroe) have shown leadership even as a 
freshman," Bolla said . " We're basically a 
young team, but we're counting on other 
players like Neicy (Blair) and Angela (Chris-
tian) assuming some leadership duties." 
"We haven't had the luxury of having 
seniors, losing them and re-building the 
team as of yet," Bolla continued. " We're still 
young and not an established team. We're 
still building and will be building even next 
year." 
The Lady Rebels may not be as estab-
lished as perennial dynastie~. but they .share 
one thing in common wtth the ehte of 
women's collegiate basketball -talent. "We 
recruit atllletes, not just shooters and re-
bounders," Bolla said. "The team will never 
5 
be complacent - they want to get better 
every year. I think the players are starting to 
get a hunger in them." 
The Lady Rebels realize that in order to 
be considered "Top-20" caliber, they must 
face Top-20 competition . This year, as in 
years past , will be a st iffer challenge. 
Powerhouses such as Texas, Louisiana Tech , 
Penn State, Alabama and Ohio State are just 
a few of the teams the Lady Rebels will face 
in 1984-85. In addition to the strong competi-
tion , the Lady Rebels will make eight road 
trips this season compared to the regular 
three or four in years past . 
Last season the Lady Rebels became a 
charter-member of the newly formed PCAA 
Women's Basketball Conference. Acquiring 
membership with a conference, according 
to Bolla, will provide several advantages: 
" Being in a conference gives you more 
credibility," Bolla said. " You ~lso have t~e 
backing of the conference otftce. Bemg In-
dependent you don't develop rivalries as you 
do when you 're in a conference. Being an 
independent is like being an orphan ." 
A new ruling that will quicken the tempo 
of women's basketball games is the back 
court regulation. "The half court rule will be 
very important for us," Bolla said. "Once the 
ball gets in play it will cut the court in half. 
This will really be significant because we 
won't have to worry about spreading the 
press out as much." 
For the 1984-85 Lady Rebels, achieve-
ments such as consecutive conference title 
and Top-20 ranking would be great. For now, 
the Lady Rebels hope simply to go one step 
further. 
1983-84 Lady Rebel Basketball Honors 
Misty Thomas 1984 CoSIDA Academic All-America 
1984 1st team All PCAA 
1984 Budweiser Classic All Tournament Team 
1984 7-UP Desert Classic All Tournament Team 
1984 Northern Lights All Tournament Team 
Rochelle Oliver 1984 1st team All PCAA 
1984 7-UP Desert Classic All Tournament Team 
Lori Arent 1984 Bert Leavitt Memorial Scholarship Award 
Sheila Strike-Bolla & 
Jim Bolla 1984 PCAA Co-Head Coaches of the Year 
1983-84 Record Breaking Performances 
Season Assist 180, Misty Thomas (old record 174, Sheila Powell , 
1975-76) 
PCAA Final 1983-84 
Women's Basketball Standings 
Conference Overall 
w L Pet. Pts. Opp. w L Pet. 
UNLV 4 0 1.000 315 186 24 7 .774 UC Irvine 2 2 .500 223 251 20 9 .690 
UC Santa Barbara 0 4 .000 224 325 3 25 .107 
1984-85 Lady Rebel Basketball 
Numerical Roster 
3 Charlotte Blair 
4 Misty Thomas 
5 Saundra McPherson 
10 Kathy LaVern 
11 Angela Christian 
21 Zina Harris 
24 Kris Stiver 
6 
32 Karen Hall 
33 lisa Ryhmer 
35 Denise Brooks 
44 Donya Monroe 
50 Shauna Crawley 
55 Jackie Tefft 
Pts. Opp. 
2393 1913 
2033 1940 
1741 2187 
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Co-Head Coach SHEILA STRIKE-BOLLA 
1983-84 PCAA Co-Head Coach of the Year 
The Lady Rebel Basketball program has 
flourished under Co-Head Coach Sheila 
Strike-Bolla. Within the past four years the 
team has amassed an excellent 73-39 
record , including 24 wins each of the past 
two seasons. Last year, the Lady Rebels 
captured the PCAA conference title and 
received a first ever bid to the NCAA Na-
tional Tournament. 
Yet, through all the accomplishments the 
Lady Rebels have procured in the past four 
years, Strike-Bolla remains modest. 
" I think we have now layed the ground-
work in terms of a quality women's basket-
ball program," Strike-Bolla said. " Our goal 
now will be to attract quality people year 
in and year out. " 
Quality. It is a goal that Strike-Bolla has strived for as an athlete, a student 
and a coach. Her emphasis on quality was fi rst evident when she embarked 
in the world of basketball in her native city of Vancouver, British Columbia. 
" I come from an academically oriented family," Strike-Bolla said. " My mother 
is a high school principal and my sister was class valedictorian and an honor 
student through college. Sports was a way for me to avoid challenging her and 
still seek advancement." 
Strike-Bolla however, excelled enough academically to graduate early in order 
to play for Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, British Columbia. Her 6-2 slender 
frame and gifted athletic ability soon made her one of Canada's most promi-
nent women 's basketball players. 
Although Strike-Bolla was an outstanding prepster, she did not receive any 
f~rmal basketball training until1972 when she earned a spot on Canada's Olym-
pic squad. Although most athletes consider making their country's national team 
the culmination of an athletic career, Strike-Bolla states that it was just a mat-
ter of being in the right place at the right time. 
" When I first made the Olympic team, " Strike-Bolla said , " it was not a long 
sought-out goal. A friend got me a try-out and they just happened to need a 
center at the time." 
~sa member of Canada's national women's basketball team for four years, 
Stnke-Bolla had the opportunity to travel to all points on the globe for interna-
tional competition. Her team competed in the Pan American Games, held in 
Mexico City in 1974, the World Student Games, held in Moscow in 1973, and 
wa~ one of .the first international teams to travel to China when they opened 
the1r ~oars m 1972. All in all, Strike-Bolla has visited 21 countries through in-
ternational basketball competition . 
" I don't remember most of the scores or even some of the places we traveled 
to," St!ike-~olla said. "~ut I' ll always remember things like coming out of the 
are~a 1n .Chma ~nd seemg 10,000 bicycles, seeing the marching military for-
mations 1n Russ1a and seeing a baby growing up in a cardboard box on the 
8 
streets of Bogota, Columbia. It was those kinds o_f .cui~~ rat experiences that 
I' ll remember the most from international competitiOn: h h 
. . S .k B II 'splaying days occurred m 1976 w ens e once 
The highlight of tn e- 0 _a 01 · " Making the squad in again represented Canada m the Montreal ymplcs. 
1976 was a major goal ," she 
said. " Competing in the Olym-
pic games in my ho~e coun-
try was just the ep1tome of 
what every amateur athlete 
strives for . . .it was just 
spectacular." . 
After Strike-Bolla rece1ved 
her BA in Geography from 
Laurentian University and her 
teaching certificate _fro~ 
Simon Fraser University 1n 
1977, she began her exten~ive 
coaching career. Her fl_rst 
coaching stint was coachmg 
the junior varsity team at h~r 
alma m~ter Simon Fraser m t the high school level as the head coach 
1976-77. She then ~pen~ one year a iris Basketball team . 
of North Delt~ Semor High ~c~~~ ~ssistant coaching position at the Univer-
ln 1978 Stnke-Bolla accep e asons She served as the team's 
sity of Oregon, where she stayed fo~ twoa~ewell as American stars. 
recruiter and landed se~eral C~~adlan d at UNLV in 1980, Strike-Bolla ap-
When the head coac~mg_POSitiOn ?pene . To her surprise, she was 
plied with no ~erious intention~ be~n~hco;~~~t~~~~ ·"Again , becoming a head 
not only considered , but was o ere d eoals it was just something that I fell 
coach was not rea!I,Y one of m~ gran glad j made the move to UNLV." . 
into," she stated . However, 1 m~;~ s~e will be sharing the head coachmg 
T.his ~ill be the secondJ.seaBsolnl Together they have compiled a 24-7 record 
dut1es w1th her husband, 1m o a. 
for one season. . British Columbia, received her MS degree 
Strike-Bolla, a nat_lve of yancouver, . on S orts Sociology, from Oregon 
in Physical E~ucatiOn , With an ~mphpaslt~Mast!rs studies in Educational Ad-
in 1983. She IS currently pursumg os 
ministration at UNLV. Strike-Bolla also has a 
SHEILA STRIKE-BOLLA'S CAREER RECORD ::;~tr~e~~~:~ ~~h~~~~~ 
YEAR WON-LOSS PCT. Director of the UNLV Girls 
12-12 .500 Basketball Camp. When 1980•81 13_16 .448 Strike-Bolla can find spare 1981-82 24- 4 .857 time from her act ive 
1982-83 24- 7 .774 schedu le , she enjoys 
1983-84 . 
73-39 .652 reading and sewmg. TOTALS 
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Co-Head Coach JIM BOLLA 
1983-84 PCAA Co-Head Coach of the Year 
For Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla, achieving 
goals is not a new strategic coaching 
scheme, it is more a way of life. 
As a prepster, Bolla did not pick up a 
basketball until the age of 15, however, he 
developed into one of the most highly 
sought after players in the state. 
As a collegiate player, Bolla and his 
freshmen teammates vowed to take their 
team to a tournament their senior year. He 
went to the NCAA's as a junior. 
The achievements continue to grow for 
Bolla who is entering his fourth season with 
the Lady Rebels. Last year, Bolla's first 
season assuming the duties of co-head 
-=- _ coach , he helped compile a 24-7 record 
and a first ever PCAA title. He and his wife, Co-Head Coach Sheila Strike-Bolla 
were awarded 1984 PCAA Co-Head Coach of the Year distinction for their 
achievements. 
Bolla entered the world of basketball at Canavin High School in Pittsburgh. 
As a 6-0 freshman, he had about as much interest in basketball as he did in 
American diplomatic policies until his homeroom teacher, who doubled as the 
basketball coach , asked him to try out. " I never played basketball before ninth 
grade," Bolla said . " I was getting beat 21-0 in one-on-one." 
After a year's experience and a summer growth spurt which added four inches 
to his frame, Bolla became a starter. Canevin amassed a perfect 24-0 record, 
complete with a Pennsylvania State Championship crown . Bolla's senior year 
he was named All-State, All America and played in the prestigious Dapper Dan 
Classic in Pittsburgh. 
Bolla was highly recruited by several top notch schools including Maryland, 
Fordham and George Washington. He elected to stay closer to home and chose 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
" I didn't want to go to a program that was already great," Bolla explained. 
" I wanted to go to a school where I could make an impact." . 
when Bolla came to Pitt in 1970 several other local Pittsburgh stars joined 
him. "They had a press conference when we signed with Pitt," he said. "We 
all made the commitment that we would take Pitt to a tournament when we were 
seniors." 
Bolla saw much playing time as a frosh and started as a sophomore. Through 
hard work and dedication Bolla's goals were being fulfilled on almost a daily 
basis; that is, until December 23, 1971 . While chasing a loose ball, he dislocated 
a~d broke his elbow while playing against South Carolina. The injury sidelined 
h1m for a season and took three years to fully heal. "There really was not that 
much sports medicine or physical therapy then , so 1 had to rehabilitate it on 
my own." 
As a playe~ Bolla believed in two things, hard work and aggressiveness. He 
has broken his nose five times and has been taped "from head to toe" at one 
time or another. 
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. . . . ht lifting programs " Bolla said . 
"We never really had any condltlo~mg or ;:~~all all ear round.' We used to 
"The way we improved was. by playmg ba t s·oo p mY and lock the doors and 
go into the Pitt Field House ~~the summer a · · · 
play for two or three hours. 
Bolla and his teammates 
fulfilled their promise in 1.974 
when they tallied 22 straight 
wins and received a bid to the 
NCAA Tournament. His team 
advanced to the final eight, the 
furthest any Pitt team has eve.r 
advanced in NCAA competi-
tion only to be knocked out by 
North Carolina State. 
He was named co-captain 
his senior year and helped 
guide his team to the NIT 
Championship tournament. 
After graduation, Bolla _ ~ 1 
stayed with the Pitt Basket~all n Pitt Head coach and present Run-
program as a volunteer asslst~nt unde~ t~e He became a graduate assistant for 
nin' Rebel Assistant Coach Tim Grgunc . 
the Panthers in 1977. . n's basketball came in 1979 w~en 
Bolla's indoctrinati.on In th~ world of wo~ebasketball coach. While coachmg 
he was appointed Pitt's assistant wo:;en . lyon defense and rebounding . The 
the Lady Panthers, Bolla c~nc~ntrate ~a~ in rebounding in 1980. 
Lady Panthers finished third In the ~atlo hing world in 1981 to work for the 
Bolla temporarily dropped out of t ~ coacrked in the advertising department 
Eastern Eight Basketball Confe~~nce. e w~a her for the 1981 season. 
and was the Eastern Eight offlcl<;~-1 photog h for the Lady Rebels in 1981 . He 
Bolla came to UNLV as an asslst~nt coac 
was promoted to Co-Head Coach In 1983. Bolla, a native of Pitts-
burgh earned a Bachelor of 
JIM BOLLA'S CAREER RECORD Scien~e degree in Health 
YEAR WIN/LOSS PCT4 and Physical ~ducat.ion 
1983-84 24-7 ·
77 from the University of P.ltts-
TOTALS 24-7 ·774 burgh in 1975. He en!oys 
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photography, playmg Tnv1al 
Pursuit and workmg ar~und 
the house in his spare time. 
Lady Rebel Assistant Coach JERRY BUSONE 
Jerry Busone, the Lady Rebels new assistant 
coach, has vast experience with successful women's 
basketball programs. He helped coach two national 
championship teams, one National Women's Invita-
tional Tournament (NWIT) championship squad and 
brought a struggling collegiate program to height of 
respectability in two short seasons. 
But the most valuable factor that Busone 
possesses is his philosophy towards winning. Unlike 
most coaches today, Busone theorizes that winning 
is truly not everything. 
" You can't measure the success of a program by 
whether or not you earn a national title or go to the 
Final Four" Busone said. "Winning can't be the sole purpose~ it is a result of doing a number of things 
right. You have to go one step at a time and keep 
growing. If you work hard enough and do everything 
right the wins will come." 
Busone is coming off one of the most successful head coaching stints ever. He literally 
turned the University of Hawaii Women's Basketball program , which had not won more 
than eight games a season in its entire history, into a veritable island power. 
His first season, 1982-83, Hawaii amassed 22-12 record and received an invitation to 
the NWIT Tournament- the programs first ever post season tournament appearance. 
But after two fru itful years in the island paradise, Busone decided to hang up his head 
coaching shoes and come to UNLV as an assistant. " I grew a' lot in Hawaii ," Busone 
explained. " I wanted to see what 1 was like as a head coach . Coming to UNLV was a 
good decision, it put my priorities in life back in order." 
Prior to Busone's head coaching duties with the Rainbow Warriors, he served as an 
assistant at Old Dominion University for five years. He helped guide the Lac:Jy Monarchs 
to a NWIT Championship during his inaugural season in 1977-78. 
Then in 1978-79, Old Dominion attained national prominence by capturing the NCAA 
National Championship trophy. Led by All-America Nancy Liberman, the Lady Monarchs 
repeated their championship performance in 1979-80 by winning their second national title. 
During the two championship years, Busone helped coach what was called, "the greatest 
women's basketball team ever assembled on a court." In an exhibition game against Russia 
in 1979, this formidable squad came closer to beating the Soviets than any team did in 
20 years. "That was the greatest game I was ever involved with ," he said. " The Russians 
were not used to being behind in a game, and here we were on top until the final minutes. 
There were 11 ,000 screaming fans and American flags all over the place ... it was a greater thrill than the two national championships." 
Busone embarked in athletics while at LaSalle Institute in Green Island, New York. 
In high school he played basketball, football and ran track. He then went to Hudson Valley 
Junior College and played basketball and ran track. His last stop in his collegiate athletic 
career was at Santa Fe College where he played point guard on the school 's basketball team. 
Although Busone jests that he was " the kid nobody noticed on the floor," he was an 
expert at fundamentals. " I had a good set of legs and was quick, but 1 was short so I 
had to perfect the little things. Too many athletes are worried about their 20 foot jump 
shots rather than perfecting the fundamentals." 
Busone earned a BBA in Management at Santa Fe and a masters in education at Old 
Dominion. He also published an article in Scholastic Coach magazine in December 1979. 
Busone is also involved in Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Athletes in Action and various 
other affiliations. He is currently taking courses in theological courses. 
Busone, a native of Green Island, NY, is married to the former Lori Jensen and has 
one daughter, Carly Leilani, age 20 months. 
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Lady Rebel Basketball Academic Advisor 
ROZ COHN 
When the UNLV Lady Rebel Basketball team went 
in search of a new academic advisor for the 1984-85 
season they did not have to look far. Roz Cohn, a 
long ti~e tutor and friend of the Lady Rebel program, 
was clearly the right person for the JOb. 
"Being the academic advisor for the La?y Rebel 
Basketball team gives me thel ?PPdO~~I~v'e'Yallowatyr; 
· d'ff 1" Cohn exp a1ne . 
somet.hmg 1 er~n • rt And I'm very vociferous been mterested 1n spa s. 
1 about women in spo!"s receiving ~qual treatmen -
especially at the university dlevel. Advisor Cohn is 
As the Lady Rebels Aca em1c · . 
responsible for evaluating transcnpts, ':flaking ~~re 
every player ~s pgr~~~!f~n2a~~~~~;e~~~~ti~fis~se b~~~ d~rees, rna m irements and overseemg 
Umvers1ty a~d dfg·~ft~~atus She works in con-
- -=- each players ee ~~~~~mic progress is being made. 
'unction with each player's faculty advisor to ensur school in order to accept her ~~SI-
1 Cohn left 16 enjoyable years <;>f te~chmg elemen~~ry duties, she finds many simllantles lion at UNLV. Although Cohn relinquished her teac mg 
between the two jobs. . . . . , she said . " In both jobs yo~ 're counsel-
' 'Academic advising is quite Similar to teach I~~· treatment for them. Both Jqbs are. also 
ing, advising, diagno.sing pr~blems and prescn ~~~ge planning and image skills, being a 
very big in organizational sk1lls, sh~rt and long d d , 
role model by setting high l;>Ut ~chlevable ~~e:~ t!aching a cluster of second graders 
There are several cosmetic differences ~h Lad Rebel Basketball players are bigger 
and advising a group ?f women athlete~ent: Coh~ is accustomed to. However, many of 
and more athletically g1fted tha.n the .stu e barriers. 
the problems Cohn is faced With dally have ~o a~ders and I'm not about to accept any 
" I always expected the best from my s~con gr ' . 
less from my college athletesh" Coh~ t~a~ccept the position of academic advlsodr was he~ 
But what persuaded Cohn t ,"; mo e when people don't come out an suppo 
zealous support for a!~letics . It ups(ets mh s and players) work doubly h.ard. That IS s~ 
athletics," she stated. These people coac ~rt is m way of rewarding their hard efforts. 
admirable. Coming out and s~owmg .my su.~p dumti-ock." She believes that athletes are 
Cohn dispels the stereotypical notion of . the h /than belittled. 
a special breed, that they shoul? be admired:, r:~eesaid . " It lets you express yoursel! to 
"Athletics is the marriage of mmd (l1d ~~~ they perform it is a matter of transformmg your total potentia.!. Athletes ~~e specla · . n 
intellect into phys1cal energky. d that was anything but sports onentedh. She ~~~ ~~~k 
Cohn comes from a bac groun d ti from high school Co n wen 
and raised in the Bronx, New Y?rk. ~Iter gra uan 6rders Coordinator. She then a~ended 
in the fashion industry for Pa~all On~ I nails ~~:a Cohn earned a degree in Education and 
Hunter College in New York City full-time. n l'f . Las "egas H~m.!ee~0a"tt~~~~·lege graduation Cohn ~as dm~r~~dr~ei:~ a job with the school distr~ct . E · · d t rting a new 1 e m v· · 
She ventured to Las Vegas when her ~us an er from the Clark County School Dlstnct. 
Within a few weeks, ~?hn also rec~~e?e~~~t~~ education at Howard Wasden Elemen-
She accepted the pos111on and taug e nta School) for 16 years. 
tary School (formerly West f~r~~ohna~~~~~ shZ taught first and sec
1 
o~ddg~~~~~~e;erg 
During Cohn's 17 years a e mmer school and a federally un e m for the 
taught a group of 60 students, taught gu and math management system progra 
program She helped formulate a rea m~ . lementation at her school. . 
school district and was responsible to;h':; ~:;tfool's inception into the wo~!dcofh colle.~la~~ 
Cohn has been a UNLV fan smce bels since they first started, o . n s.a' . 
athletics. "I have been. a fan °! ~~:s'k!tdt5ar'(~ames in the old gymn~si~~h~wt~~y'~~~:, 
even rememb~r watching ~ens . -Bolla was appointed head coac o 
the museum). When Sheila Stnke rin her services as a tutor. . skiin and Basketb~ll team . dC!,>hnge~a~~ r~~~71:: to ~even mil~s a dhay. She ~~~i~t7~~:1·m nof here 
Cohn IS an av1 JOQ " Cohn sa1d of er respo . t k on 
tennis. " I'm here to help guide the play~r;ant them to become self-actualized, to a e to make the players dependent,on me. 
responsibilities for themselves. 
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Lady Rebel Volunteer Coach PENNY WELSH 
I i· ·· ··.·i ' -
I 
Penny Welsh begins her fourth year with the Lady Rebel 
Basketball program and her second year as a coach. 
Last season, Welsh served as a graduate assistant while 
finishing her Bachelor of Arts degree in History. She is cur-
rently enrolled in UNLV's Masters program and is pursu-
ing a MA degree in History. In addition to her position with 
the Lady Rebels, Welsh serves as a teaching assistant for 
the UNLV History Department teaching lower level courses. 
Welsh will be working mainly with Assistant Coach Jerry 
Busone helping recruit top caliber athletes. "I will help write 
letters, make phone calls and just touch base with recruits 
and let them know what our program is all about and what 
we have to offer," Welsh said. 
In the gym, Welsh will assist in her area of expertise- shooting. Althou9h Welsh only 
played two seasons for the Lady Rebels, she was one of the most prolific shooters in 
UNLV history. She was the leading scorer both 1981-82 and 82-83 seasons and is cur-
rently third on the UNLV AIHime Scorers list , behind Debra Waddy and Kathie Calloway, 
with 994 points (18.4 average). 
Welsh came to UNLV from the University of Pitsburgh where she played two seasons 
(79-80, 80-81). While at Pitt , she earned freshman MVP honors and was named to the 
Women's Invitational Tournament All-America team her sophomore year. 
As a prepster at St. Elizabeth High School in Wilmington, Delaware, Welsh's athletic 
talents blossomed. She earned All-America, All-Catholic, All-State honors and guided her 
squad to a state championship her senior year. Welsh's ambition is to coach her own 
collegiate team someday. " I want to stay involved with basketball , she said. Welsh was 
born 5-14-61 and is a native of Wilmington, Delaware. She comes from a very athletically 
gifted and supportive family. Her five sisters and two brothers are all involved in sports. 
lady Rebel Basketball Trainer PEANUTS BOYER 
Peanuts Boyer begins her second year as UNLV's Head 
Women's Trainer and trainer for the Lady Rebel Basket-
ball team. 
Prior to her appointment at UNLV, she was the head 
trainer for San Marcos SA High School in San Marcos, 
Texas from 1981-83. While at San Marcos, Boyer was the 
full-time trainer for the entire athletic department. 
Boyer came to San Marcos High after earning her 
masters in Physical Education and Counseling from South-
west Texas. She was responsible for six women's programs 
at Southwest Texas. Boyer also was the assistant trainer 
for the 1981 Division II Champion Southwest Texas Foot-
ball team. 
Boyer had the distinction of becoming the first female to receive an athletic training 
scholarship to the University of Pittsburgh in 1977. While at Pitt she was the trainer for 
the volleyball , swimming, gymnastics, baseball and football teams. She graduated from Pitt with honors in 1979. 
In 1976-n, Boyer was a Physical Therapy Assistant for Methodist Hospital in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Boyer earner an Associate Degree in Biological Science from Allegheny Community 
College_, where she played basketball and softball, in 1975. She attended Canevin High 
Schoolm Pittsburgh - the same high school Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla attended- and 
was a m_ef!Jber ofth_e school 's women's basketball squad. 
Boyer 1s 1nvo!ved w1th many athletic training organizations including: the National Athletic 
Tramers Assoc1at1on (NATA) , the Nevada Athletic Training Association, the American Red 
Cross and the A!llencan Heart Association . When Boyer is lucky enough to get.some 
free t1me she enJoys camping, f1shing and participating in all types of sports. She has 
!",YO brothers and_ one sister and is the daughter of Ray and Jo Ann Boyer. Boyer, 29, is 
smgle and a nat1ve of P1ttsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
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Assistant Athletic Director TINA KUNZER 
Tina Kunzer begins her second year a~ th~ assis-
tant athletic director for UNLV. Her dutle~ mel¥~~ 
fund raising , promotions and an orgamza IO~~LV 's 
hi r events Kunzer also serves as ~too~~fnator of Women's Athletics, a ~ole wh i~h s~~ 
h~~ r~ ~:~~~~~~~~;J~~~sc~~r~~~~~ ~fca~l0~~~~tn·~ 
!thletic events, comm_unity fund raising and a vanety 
of administrative dut1es. . · 
D . 1981-82 she established the first fund rais-
ing ~~~~aign for ' women's athletics at UNLV- the 
Lady Rebel Boost~Ht~~t f~~~~ Physical Education 
Kunzer began at UNLV as a graduate_ ats~\ead coach of the Lady Rebel 
Department from 1977·?'9· She washap~~~ns:rved as the director to the UNLV 
Tennis Team in 1978. Smce 197?, s e 
Cheerleaders. andin Young Women of America 
Kunzer was the recipient of the 1982h0uts~ vad~ Council of Administrative 
award and is a member of the Sout ern e 
Women in Education. . 75 raduate of UNLV with a bachelor's Kunzer, a native of Las ~egas, IS a _19 ~e later earned a masters in educa-
of science degree in physlc_al educ_atlon. ~homas Kunzer, who played football 
tion at UNLV in 1977. She IS marned toSt hen Nicholas, who is one year old. 
at UNLV from 1972-73. They have a son, ep 
Assistant Athletic Director 
CHARLOTTE SUMMERS 
b . s her second year as Ch~rlotte ~umm~~hle~i~m Director for Finance/ 
UNLV s As~lstant r Her duties include the 
Athletic Business Managee.ment for the Department 
business and_ flscAalth~!t?:; which includes the span-
of Intercollegiate . • 
sorship of 15 at_hle~IC ~~:m;thletic department in 
Summers JOine. f UNLV's first athletic dirac-August, 1970, work1~g or 
tor, Michael Drakullch .. . Summers moved to 
A native of Cincin~atl , Ohl~~m lo ment at UNLV, 
Las Vegas in 196?. Pn~~~ot~: pa:rol supervisor at 
she was an ~ss~stan · NBC affiliate. 
WLW::rV in Cmcm~dat\ a~ Atlas Chemical Testing 
She is married to Robert Summers,_ prLeassl ~;gas Their daughter, Sharon , 
f ·c laboratory m · . Laboratories, Inc., a or_e~sl . the UNLV Controller 's Off1ce. 
is a student loan specialist m 
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Assistant Sports 
Information 
Director 
BRIAN BALK 
Brian Balk begins 
his second year as a 
member of the 
UNLV Sports Infor-
mation staff. 
A graduate of the University of Pitts-
burgh in 1983, Brian earned B.A. 
degrees in English Writing and 
Speech/Communication and was a 
member of Pitt Sports Information staff 
for one year as an intern. Brian 
previously served as an intern and 
stringer for the Pittsburgh Press, and as 
a news production intern with WPXI, 
Channel 11 in Pittsburgh. 
While at Pitt, Brian served as the 
news editor and assistant sports editor 
for The Pitt News, the campus 
newspaper, for one and a half years. 
Brian also was a four year letterman for 
the University of Pittsburgh's Men's 
Gymnastics team. Brian is a native of 
Latrobe, Pennsylvania. 
Team Manager 
TEXANNA 
DENNIS 
Texanna Dennis 
begins her th ird 
season as Lady 
Rebels Manager. As 
manager her duties 
include: Making 
sure all uniforms are 
cleaned, towels are available, and 
locker room is clean and in order. 
A 1982 graduate of Western High 
School in Las Vegas where she lettered 
three years as manager of the women's 
basketball and volleyball teams. She 
was also a participant in women's track 
and field {shot put and discus). 
Date of birth , 3-2-64, academic ma-
jor is undecided at UNLV. She enjoys 
reading and drawing. 
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Voice of the 
Lady Rebels 
BRUCE BOLTEN 
Bruce Bolten 
begins his second 
year as the Lady 
Rebel Basketball 
public address an-
nouncer. Bolten is 
also the announcer 
for Lady Rebel Volleyball and UNLV 
Men's and Women's Swimming teams. 
Bolten is entering his second year in 
UNLV's Exercise Physiology Masters 
program. He also works in UNLV's Ex-
ercise Physiology Laboratory where 
under the direction of Dr. Lawrence 
Golding, he tests Rebel athlete's 
stamina and body fat. 
After graduating from Williamette 
University in Salem, Oregon, Bolten ac-
cepted the position of swimming in-
structor and coach at Willamette. He 
stayed at Willamette for two years. 
Bolten, 30, is a native of Long Beach, 
California. He is the son of Joyce Bolten 
and has two brothers {Gary and Steve). 
Bolten is single. 
Basketball 
Secretary 
VALENCIA 
SNOW 
Valencia Snow 
begins her first year 
as the Lady Rebel 
administrative assis-
tant. 
Prior to her position with the Lady 
Rebels, Snow was a receptionist for 
Snips Hair Salon in Las Vegas. 
Snow, 21, is a native of Topeka, Kan-
sas. She was recently married to AI 
Snow who is the general manager of 
Holmans of Nevada. 
All-America Candidate 
MISTY THOMAS 
Guard 
5-11 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada 
Junior 
The amount of effort exerted is directly pro-
portional to the results produced. 
Lady Rebel All-America candidate Misty 
Thomas is a firm believer in this theory. 
Whether she is leading a fast break or study-
ing for a final exam, she applies this theory 
to every endeavor. 
" Misty has a philosophy that when she 
comes to play, whether it be practice or a game, she is going to play her hardest," 
Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said . 
While many athletes boast t~at 100 percent eff.ort is exerted in .. ev.ery. si.tua-
tion few athletes ever reach that plateau. Thomas IS an exception. M1sty s 1dea 
of playing basketball is playing at 100 percent," Bolla said . "At this level of 
athletics, playing at 100 percent in every situation is not always tr~e:" . 
During the past two seasons with the Lady Rebels, Thomas has distmgUJsh-
ed herself as one of the West's finest point guards. As a freshman, she averag-
ed 12.1 points per game and was named to the Women's Basketball Yearbook 
All-America Freshman Team (second team). Last year, Tho~as was the Lady 
Rebels' second leading scorer with 15.5 points per game and broke the season 
assist record (180) . She was also named CoSIDA Academic All-America sport-
ing an excellent 3.94 GPA, 1984 AII-PCM and was named to the 7-UP Desert 
Classic, the Budweiser Round Robin and the Northern Lights All-Tournament teams. 
But to describe Thomas in a nutshell only one word is needed, "talent." 
"Her best quality is that she is a talented athlete," Bolla said. "She shoots 
well . she handles the ball well for her size, she can play all the positions .. . I 
thmk the best way to describe her is that she just does a number of things well." 
A unique quality that Thomas possesses is that she is a self motivator. She 
has an inner desire to excel! that surpasses all other quests. 
"She always wants to be the best and get the best out of her fellow team-
mates," Bolla explained. "She is definitely the hardest worker on our team. In 
her studies it is the same way - she wants to be the best she can be. Sometimes 
she gets upset with me when I won't let her practice." . 
Not only is Thomas one of the best in the west , but she has also established 
herself as one of Canada's premier women's basketball players. This past sum-
mer she was a member of the Canadian Olympic team that competed in the 
1984 Los Angeles Games. She was used extensively as the sixth player com-ing off the bench. 
According to Bolla, Thomas' international playing experience will add another 
dimension to her already lengthy list of credentials. "International competition 
is almost a completely different game," he said. " It is a lot more physical and 
it motivates you to play your best on all occasions. She carries this style of play 
over to our games." 
But the most obvious unique aspect about Thomas is her size. A 5-11 frame 
is not that unusual for a woman basketball player, but it is quite unusual for 
a point guard. Most point guards "tower" only as high as 5-4 or 5-5 at the most. 
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Thomas, with her expert ball hand-
ling abilities and knowledge of the 
game, was the Lady Re~els ' most 
natural choice for a point gu~rd , 
despite her larger-than-averag~ SIZe. 
" Misty is a le~der ba~1cally 
because she is a pomt gua.rd, Bolla 
said. " But I think that even If she was 
a forward she would be l~oked upon 
as a leader on the floor. 
Thomas, however, is ~urrently 
faced with a dilemma. In ~~'.te of her 
outstanding athletic abilities, her 
leadersh ip qual ities and her 
dominance on the floor, ?~e may 
have a difficult time in gaming All-
America status. " In order for her ~0 
earn All-America honors all s.he Will 
have to do is continue to play like she 
has for the past two ye~rs," Bolla 
said "She has played like an All-
America but hasn't received the 
' " necessary exposure. 
The type of exposure needed for 
All-America honors is not foun? ~n 
. . It IS newspapers or on televiSion ... . 
sought by winning games. It IS 
almost impossible today to become 
an All-America on only an average 
team " Bolla said. "You have to be on 
a wi~ning program that is known 
around the country." . 
This season Thomas will .be 
utilized more as a scorer, ac.cor~mg 
to Bolla. "She's very unselfish, he 
Sa.,d " Many times she'll pass the ball 
· · · · st her away when it's her shot. .. Its JU . 
nature. This year however, shew'!.' 
use more of her scoring potential. 
As a prepster at Vincent Massey 
Secondary School, Thomas was a 
four time All -City selection an~ w~~ 
chosen Provencial All-Star, which . 
equivalent to All-America honors m 
the United States. She was X~~rda 
recipient of the Arcanum ' 
which is given to the Wind~or s~udent 
who best combines athletic skill and 
academic achievement. · 
Thomas is not the first person ~n 
her family to experience Oly~p~c 
competition. Her father Paul, w . o ~~ 
the basketball coach for the Umve ~ 
sity of Windsor, was the younges 
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person to coach the Canadian Olym-
pic team in 1952. . . 
Thomas is majoring m . ~hysical 
Education and Sports MediCine ~nd 
has aspirations to attend medical 
school. h t 
Work = Results is a t~eory t a 
Thomas will continue to live. her life 
b This season however, this equa-t i ~·n will hopefully be recalculated to 
d. "The amount of work exerted 
rea . th mount is directly proportional to . e ~ . 
of All-America status gamed. 
G·GS 
1982·83 28·19 
1983-84 31·31 
Totals 59· 50 
PTS-
FGM-
FGA-
FG%-
FTM-
FTA-
FT%-
RBS-
AST-
BLK-
STL-
Thomas' Career Best 
31 , vs UC Irvine, 3-6-84 
12, vs UC Irvine, 3-6-84 
18, vs Houston, 12-8-83 
100 (9-9) vs Houston, 12-8-83 
8, vs California, 11-26-83 
8, several times 
100 (8-8) vs California, 11-26-83 
14, vs Georgia State, 2-24-84 
14, vs Utah, 1-21-84 
5, vs San Diego, 2-17-84 
7, several times 
Misty Thomas' Career Totals 
FGM· FTM· 
FGA Pet FTA 
PF· 
Pet RB Ave FO A TO BK 
139·264 
.526 75·95 .789 175 6.3 76·2 147 128 201·376 
.535 n-105 .733 
7 
196 6.3 83-4 180 479 24 
340·640 .531 152·200 .760 371 6.3 159-6 327 607 31 
20 
s TP Ave 
65 339 12.1 
100 479 15.5 
165 818 13.9 
The Word Is Out On Misty Thomas 
Pat Summitt, Head Coach of the University of Tennessee & the 1984 Gold Medalist 
USA Women's Basketball Team 
" I think that Misty is an intense player. Her spirit and intensity complements 
her play on the court . From what I saw at the Olympic Games, she has very 
good leadership capabilities." 
Sheila Strike-Bolla Co-Head Coach of the UNLV Lady Rebels 
. " Misty epitomizes for me a truly dedicated athlete who combines her talents 
With a sense of purpose and leadership. She has the very qual ities of character 
that defines champions. Perhaps what separates Misty from other good women 
basketball players is that not only is she talented and hard working, but she 
is bright and has the capacity to truly control a game. I think that through her 
international playing experience she can hold her own with anyone in the world. 
She is definitely an All-America in my eyes." 
Sonja Hogg, Co-Head Coach of Louisiana Tech Lady Techsters 
"Misty has quickness and a lot of ability. She pushes the ball down the floor 
very good and is a great penetrator. I think she controls her team and really 
sets the tempo. As a point guard she's a natural leader and her team has been 
very successful with her there." 
Jody Conradt Head Coach of the University of Texas Longhorns 
"She is just an excellent player. Misty is versatile and very unique at the point 
guard position because of her size; most point guards are not as big as her. 
She calls excellent plays and 1 think she's a 40 minute player. Not only is she 
very intense for 40 minutes, but she works hard the entire game. Misty, in my 
opinion, is among the top point guards in the nation ." 
Dean Andrea, Head Coach of the University of California Irvine Anteaters 
"Misty is a very intelligent player and very unselfish. She has good strength 
and great fundamentals. She is also a good team leader and handles the ball 
well . Definitely she has All-America capabilties." 
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CHARLOTTE 
BLAIR 3 
Sophomore 
Guard 
Birmingham, AL 
5-9 
Blair 's Career Best 
PTS · 12. vs UCSB, 
1·14·84 & 11-30-83 
FGM • 6, vs UCSB, 11·30-8J 
FGA · 10, vs UCSB, 11-30-83 
FGOJb . 60%, VS UCSB. 
11·30·83 
FTM • 5, vs Houston. 12-8-~~ 
FTA · 6, vs Houston, 12-8-83 
FT% · 83%, vs Houston. 
12-8-83 
RBS · 6, vs UCSB, 1-14-84 
AST · 4, vs George Wash-
mgton , 2-4-84 
STL · 3, several times 
An excellent ball handler and sh t B . . . pomt guard position this year oo e~ . latr wtll be used extenstvely in the 
ed 3.9 points and 1.2 reboun·d;ap:reare In 25 gam~s last season and averag-
season (20-24} ... nickname is "~e i g~m~: · ·?nly mtssed four free throws last 
from last year" Co-head c . cy · · · ~e~~r has made a major adjustment 
on her offen;ive skills Sh~aich Jtm Bolli~ satd. She really doesn't need to work 
c~nny. A 15 foot jump ~hot is~ f:y-~~~0 ~nt s~ooter: Her shooting ability is un-dtmension to our strate Neic . er. e_r bemg left-handed gives a new 
be hesitant to put her r:·the gya IS ~ore expenenced th is year and we'll never 
me. 
HIGH SCHOOL- A 1983 rad . 
mingham, Alabama ... a h~avilua!~ of George Was~mgton Carver High in Sir-
honors and awards includin . ~V ug~t after recrUit, Blair earned numerous Al~-~tate, Player of ihe Weekg~nd :;,_~gh School Player of the Year, All-City, 
Willte Mitchell , Blair averaged 29 p . t ~tro Conference ... under head coach 
year . .. she had a game high of 5o4m s, . 1 re_bounds and nine assists her senior 
pomts 1n one contest. 
PERSONAL- Daughter of John 0 and M . . . . 
... academic major is Ph sical Ed . . an~ Blatr of Btrmmgham, Alabama ~ouisiana Tech last seas~n h u~~tton . · .btggest athletic thrill was playing 
ts 11-16-64. · · · as tve brothers and four sisters ... birthdate 
CHIEF STRENGTHS _ B . all handling and shooting. 
CAREER TOTALS 
1983·84 
G- FG- fT. 
GS FGA Pet FTA 
PF-
Pet RB Avg DO A TP Avg TO BK ST Min 
25-Q 3!H1 .549 20-24 .833 31 1.2 15-0 22 98 3.9 18 0 12 181 
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ANGELA 
CHRISTIAN 11 
Sophomore 
Forward 
Lynwood, CA 
6-2 
Christian's 
Career Best 
PTS- 21 . vs Utah St.. 2-1:-84-
FGM · 8. vs Utah St 2-11-8~ 
FGA - 11. several t1mes 
FG%- 100 (5-5) New Me.<.-:o 
1·5-84 
FTM - 6, UCSB. 11-30-83 
FTA - 7. vs Cal St Long 
Beach. 3-16-84 
FTO/o - 100 (6-6) UCSB. 
11-30-83 
RBS · 12 vs SJSU 12-10-83 1 
AST - 2. vs Utah St 2-11-84 I 
BLK · 4. vs NMU 1-5-84. 
CSULB 3-16-84 
STL - 4. vs Georg1a St. 
2-24-84 
. After a successful freshman year, Christian returns and will battle for .a start-
mg position ... ended last season as the third leading rebounder with 160 (5.2 
per game average) . . . tallied 7.1 points per game and was second in blocked 
shots with 34 .. . "1 think Angela can become an All-America candidate in two 
y~ars if she continues to play the way she has been playing ," Co-Head Coach 
J1m Bolla said. " She has a lot of God given talent and I think she has the potential 
to become a great player. She learned a lot last season and she'll .have the op-
portunity to do many things this year. One of the best aspects about Angela 
ts that she is so deceptive. Opponents ignore her because of her slender, unin-
timidating frame. That gives her the opportunity to slide right in for the rebounds • 
~nd easy shots. She is also very flexible in that she can play a number of posi-
tions. She'll definitely be a big factor in our success this season ." 
HIGH SCHOOL - A 1983 graduate of Lynnwood High ... earned numerous 
basketball awards under head coach Van Girard including AII-CIF three years, 
All-League three years, Best Defense and was recipient of the MVP award at 
Artesia Classic ... averaged 19.5 points, 15.1 rebounds and six assists her senior 
year at Lynwood .. . named MVP in both basketball and softball and was selected 
as the Athlete of the Year her senior year . . . also USA Army Reserve National 
Scholar/Athlete Award . .. participated in the Carson All-Star Game where she 
scored 19 points and pulled down 13 rebounds. 
P_ERSONAL - Daughter of James and Sylvia Christian of Lynwood, Califor-
nia ... Christian has one brother (James) and two sisters (LaToya and Taiwana) 
... academic major is Physical Education ... ambition is to become a basketball 
coach someday . .. biggest athletic thrill was winning the PCAA title and advan-
cing to the first round of the NCAA playoffs .. . Birthdate is 8-2-64. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS - Rebounding and mobility. 
CAREER TOTALS 
1983-84 
G· FG· FT· PF-
GS FGA Pet FTA Pel RB Avg DO A 
TP Avg TO BK ST Min 
31-1 90-205 .439 3!H2 .542 160 5.2 72·1 
14 53 53 25 219 71 564 
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KATHY 
LaVERN 
Junior 
Forward 
Seattle, WA 
6-1 
LaVern 's 
Career Best 
PTS · 19. vs California. 
11·26-83 
FGM · 9, vs California 
11-26-83 . 
FGA · 13, vs California 
11·26·83 • 
FG% · 59% vs Cali fornia. 
11 ·26-83 
FTM • 3, vs Anzona St. 1·6-84l 
FTA • 4, vs Arizona St. 1-6-841 
FT% · 75% vs Arizona St. I 
1-6-84 
RBS · 7 vs Stanford . 12-4-83.: 
SJSU 12·10 . 
AST · 4, vs New Mex1co I 
1-5-84 1 
BLK · 2, several times 
STL · 3, vs UCSB, 1-14-84 
One of the most talented player th L d , for a starting slot this season fs .0~ del a Y Reb~ls squad , LaVern will vye bounds ... lniS e ast year With a 4.1 points and 2 7 re-
" K thper game average. · .also reg istered 10 blocked shots and 20 steals 
:Ji·m B~ ll1 s'!i~~~S~~ t~e most talent~d players on our team," Co-Head Coach 
Sometimes sh.e will m:~eall the physical too.ls needed to become a great player. 
ment. I think she learned ~;~eat play and I II have to shake my head in amaze-
A good thing about Kathy is th tla~t year and knows our system better th is year. 
She also drives to the buck!t ~e~;s:~f.~ble of playmg both power and finesse. 
JUNIOR COLLEGE • Attend d W . 
under head coach Jim Solla~s sh:~e~c~ee Valley_Junlo_r Coll~ge in 1981 where 
one year with the Seattle S b k er squad In assist. .. In 1982, she spent 
ea as ets AAU team. 
HIGH SCHOOL- A 1980 rad . . 
earned All-Metro honors gand u~~Pofh Roose~elt High m Seattle, Washington ... 
eight rebounds er am onor~ In 1980. · .averaged 15 points and 
in the high j umthe?sop~-0~~~~0 _lett_ered In tra~k and was the district winner Jesse Owens Award in the h' h' J_unlor and semor years ... winner of the Arco 
1g JUmp. 
PE~SONAL - Daughter of Mar E L . 
major is Visual Arts with an erX h. aV~rn of Seattle, Washmgton ... academic 
a freelance photographer and P asfls In _Photography ... has aspirations to be 
7-30-63. a pro esslonal basketball player . . . birthdate is 
CHIEF STRENGTHS I . 
- eapmg, power and quickness. 
CAREER TOTALS 
1983· 84 
G- FGM· FTM· PF-
GS FGA Pet FTA Pet RB Avg FO A TO BK s TP Avg Min 
30-3 54·116 466 15-18 .833 81 2.7 65-0 26 42 10 20 130 4.5 372 
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DON VA 
MONROE 44 
Junior 
Forward/Center 
Tacoma, WA 
6-2 
Monroe's Career Best 
PTS · 21 , vs Drake, 12-29-83 
FGM · 10 vs BYU, 2-10-84 
FGA · 17 vs U. of Arkansas, 
1-7-84 
FG% · 100 (5·5) vs Utah 
St. 2·11·84 
FTM · 6 vs Baylor, 12·6-84 
FTA · 8 vs Baylor, 12·6-84 
FT% · 75 (6·8) vs Baylor, 
12·6-83 
RBS · 17. UC Irvine, 3-6-84 
AST • 2. several times 
BLK · 2, Stanford. 12·4-83 
STL · 3, several times 
A return ing starter for the Lady Rebels, Monroe adds experience and power 
to th is year's line-up ... started all 31 games in 1983-84 and led the team in re-
bounds with 264 (8.5 rebounds per game average) ... finished as the Lady Rebels 
third leading scorer last year, averaging 11 .8 points per game ... "We are expec-
ting a lot of good th ings from Donya th is year," Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said. 
" She understands all the components of success and has played against good 
competit ion day in and day out. For the type of game plan we run , Donya is 
the perfect low post. Her shooting is excellent from 15 ft. and in." ... Donya is 
very mobile for her size. In tact , her first two steps are as quick as anyone's. 
But she is deceptive, you wouldn't think of her as being that fast. This year, 
she will be one of the leaders on the floor." 
HIGH SCHOOL - A 1982 graduate of Clover Park High in Tacoma, Washington, 
Monroe was a prol ific prepster ... under head coach James Angelel , she earned 
Converse All-America, Street and Smith All-America, Parade All-America, first 
team All-State and Tournament All-League honors ... averaged 23 points and 
15 rebounds per game ... also earned two letters in softball. .. named 1982 
Tacoma Athlete of the Year and Kiwanis Sportsmanship award recipient. . 
.Monroe's biggest athletic thrill came when her high school team captured the 
Washington State Championship in 1982. 
PERSONAL - Daughter of James W. and Charlyne W. Monroe of Tacoma, 
Washington ... has one brother (Bryan) ... academic major is Business Manage-
ment/Finance ... future plans are to attain a management position with an em-
phasis on finance and law in a corporation ... birthdate is 6-21-64. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS • Power, size and quickness. 
CAREER TOTALS 
1983 
G- FGM· FTM· 
PF-
GS FGA Pet FTA Pet RB Ave 
FO A TO BK s TP Ave Min 
28·27 126-237 532 39· 62 .629 229 
8.2 70-3 33 61 8 19 291 
10.4 840 
1984 
31-31 157-314 500 52·81 642 264 
8.5 73-2 23 50 22 40 366 
11.8 932 
59-58 283-551 .514 91 -143 .636 493 
8.3 143·5 56 111 30 59 657 
11.1 1m 
Totals 
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JACKIE 
TEFFT 55 
Junior 
Center 
Tucson, AZ 
6-4 
Tefft's Career Best 
PTS - 7. vs West Texas St. , 
12·17-82 
FGM · 2, vs UC Irvine, 
3-6-84 
FGA • 3, vs SMU, 3-3-84 
FG% · 66.7% vs SMU, 3-3·~ 
FTM - 1, several times 
FTA - 2. several times 
FT% . 50% several times 
RBS - 3, vs Utah State, 
2-11-84 
AST · 2, vs Northern Arizona, 
3-1-84 
BLK · 1, vs Northern 
Arizona , 3·1-84 
As the reserve center last season, Tefft will vye for a starting position this 
season . . . appeared in 14 games last season and averaged 1.4 points and 1.5 
rebounds per game .. .'~ackie has really been working hard in pre-season train-
ing," Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said. "She has a very good attitude for the game. 
This year she will have an opportunity to play more and she's making an effort 
to be the best she possibly can . Jackie knows our system and the plays we 
run now. Probably the best aspect about Jackie is that we can put her on the 
floor with four other players and she won't have to score points to contribute. 
She also has ·the _potential to become a great player." 
HIGH SCHOOL- A 1982 graduate of Cholla High in Tucson, Arizona ... under 
the direction of head coach Pat Void , Tefft earned All-Metro Conference honors 
and was selected as the team's MVP. .. averaged 17 points and 13 rebounds 
as a prep . .. also earned four letters in volleyball at Cholla. 
PERSONAL · Daughter of Gerald and Kay Tefft of Tucson, Arizona .. . has one 
brother (Jerry) and two sisters (Mary and Judy) ... academic major is Elemen-
tary Education ... ambition is to teach second grade . . . birthdate is 12-9-63. 
CHIEF STRENGTH · Size. 
CAREER TOTALS 
1982·83 
Q. FGM- FTM- PF-GS FGA Pet FTA Pet RB Ave FO A TO BK s TP Ave Min 
2J.O 18·32 
.563 18-26 
.692 43 1,9 29-0 2 8 54 2.3 98 1983·84 
14-0 6-17 471 4-10 400 21 1.5 16·0 6 9 2 0 20 1.4 72 
37·0 26·49 .530 22·36 
.611 64 1.7 45·0 8 17 3 4 74 2 .0 170 Totals 
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1984-85 LADY REBEL NEWCOMER PROFILES 
DENISE 
BROOKS 35 
Junior 
Forward 
Phoenix, AZ 
6-1 
. uad Brooks will strengthen the 
One of the most versatile athlete~ oni~h: ~~rting middle hitter for the Lady 
Lady Rebels' power game .. . she a so . will come in late because of her 
Rebel Volleyball.team. · ."A~thoug~dD=I~-~~und athlete," Co-He~d Coach _Jim 
volleyball commt,ment, she IS a go f dora center. The btggest adjust-
Bolla said. " I see her in being .a powe.r o~~~~ stem. But from playing. volleyball 
ment Denise will have to make ~~ learnmg h /All she'll have to do IS change 
earlier this fall she sh.ould .be In gr~~tJo!R in an isolated area to movmg up 
her movements from JUmpmg up a 
and down the court ." 
f Central Arizona Junior College ... 
JUNIOR COLLEGE. A 1984 grad~~t~dovolleyball. .. played volleyball ~t Can-
lettered two years in bot~ ba~ketb~ UNLV Volleyball Coach Karen Curtis. 
tral Arizona under the direction ° . . 
Thunderbird High in Phoenix, Anzona 
HIGH SCHOOL . A 1982 graduate of ftb II and three years in volleyball. . 
. .. letter four years in basketball and so a 
.earned Dean's list honors. . 
S lvia Brooks of Phoenix, Anzon~ 
PERSONAL . Daughter of ~harles. andt U~LV. .. enjoys water and snow ski-
. .. academic major is Athletic Tramtng a 
ing ... birthdate is 9-23-64. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS • Powerful an d a good inside player. 
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SHAUNA 
CRAWLEY 50 
Junior 
Forward 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
5-11 
Although 1984 will be Shauna Crawley's first season with the Lady Rebels, 
she brings much maturity and experience to the team . .. a reg istered nurse, 
Crawley decided to come to UNLV for a bachelor of science degree in nursing 
... "Shauna has been out of organized basketball for a couple of years, but 
she is intelligent and works very hard," Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said. " She 
is the type of player that approaches each situation and analyzes what has to 
be done. She is very determined inside. Although she scholastically is a junior, 
she is very mature. She is also a very physical player and is tough inside." 
JUNIOR COLLEGE -A 1982 graduate of Vanier College in Montreal , Canada, 
Crawley earned ~n Associate of Arts degree in Nursing . .. under the direction 
of head coach M1ke Gallagher, she played two years at Vanier . .. averaged 20 
points and 19 rebounds per g~~e at Vanier. 
HIGH SCHOOL - A 1980 graduate of Town of Mount Royal High in Montreal , 
Quebec, Canada . . . participated in basketball, track and field and volleyball ... 
earn.ed both Big ~ and Little M athletic awards (the Canadian equivalent to 
vars1ty letters) While at Mount Royal. . . averaged 25 points and 18 rebounds 
per game . .. her last season at Mount Royal she was the team's leading scorer 
and was named MVP. 
PERSONAL - Daughter of Ross and Karen Crawley of Montreal , Quebec, 
Canada .... has one brother (David) and one sister (Crystal) .. .worked two years 
as a .registered nurse at St. Marys Hospital in Montreal. .. academic major is ~urs1ng at UNLV. .. plans to earn a BS in Nursing and work as a Licensed Prac-
tical Nurs~ .. : bi~gest athletic thrill was being compared t6 Darryl Dawkins in 
a Toronto mv1tat1onal tournament. . . birthdate is 12-26-61. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS - Very physical and aggressive inside. 
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KAREN 
HALL 32 
Freshman 
Guard 
Pittsburgh, PA 
5-4 
.t d b the Lady Rebels, Hall ~ill One of the finest ball handlers ever recrul ~f th~ most sought after recrUits 
add depth in the point gua.rd slot. . . was ~enc~uited by North Carolina, Missouri 
in the Western Pennsylvanl.a area ... was USC "We think that she will con-
and two-time defen?ing na.tlonal c~.a~~~~~!d Co~~h Jim Bolla said . "She has 
tribute greatly to th1s years team, ~·r her entire career. Her summer AAU 
played against some very goo~ co~p~~ .~o~ear which was great experience for 
team won t~e national champions ~ ~~e have no qualms about l~tting her 
her. Karen IS an excellent b~ll han er. . rtant to have someone like Karen 
bring the ball up the court. It IS .extremlflybl~~~ry strong and quick. I think she 
who can feed the ball. · .She IS sma •, u 
will be a definite plus to our program. 
M Alvernia High in Pittsburgh, Penn-
HIGH SCHOOL - A 1984 graduate of t: t basketball players in the state. 
sylvania, Hall was one of the m~st promm~~umerous awards, including: the 
.. under head coach De Poruczmk . shep~:Sburgh's Finest Five, All-State (three 
Pittsburgh Post Gazette F~bu!ous Five, .1 r ears Hall was named: SAC ~~fen­
years) . .. her sophomore, JUmor.and s~nl~J All-America (in Boston, Louisiana 
sive Player of the Year, All-Section an t championship in 1983 ... accumulat~d 
and New Mexico) .. . led her team to sta e at Mt. Alvernia ... helped comp!le 
1,824 points (16.2 aver~ge) and 575 st~als her biggest athletic thnll was wm-
a 113-9 team record wh1~e at Mt. A)lv~rma,·~~ior year and winning two AAU 
ning the state champ1on (34-0 er 
Championships. . 
llie Hall of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama 
PERSONAL - Daughter of. Isaac an.d A and Michael) and one sister (Bet.sy) 
... has three brothers (Bnan, ~aunce mbition is to go into the broadcasting 
... academic major is broadcastmg ... a 
field ... birthdate is 7-17-66. 
dl. and quickness. CHIEF STRENGTHS - Ball han mg 
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ZINA 
HARRIS 21 
Freshman 
Guard 
Gallatin, TN 
5-11 
A highly sought after recruit, Harris comes to UNLV with much talent and 
potential. .. "1 see Zina making a significant contribution this year," Co-Head 
Coach Jim Bolla said. "The best way to describe Zina is by saying she's a hard 
worker. She'll put in 100 percent into whatever you ask her to do. She is a very 
talented player and can play both inside and outside. But we anticipate that 
she will adjust to collegiate competition very quickly and see a lot of action this year.'' 
HIG~ SCHOOL - A 1984 graduate of Gallatin High in Gallatin , Tennessee .. . 
Harns holds every Gallatin basketball record except free throw percentage .. . 
under head coach . Rich<l:rd St~phenson , she earned numerous high school 
basketball honors, 1nclud1ng: F1rst Team Parade All-America AII-Midstate All-
Region, All-District, All-Conference, Most Valuable Player . . . s~ored 1,385 p~ints, 
pulled down 699 boards at Gallatin . .. also averaged 18.5 points and 10 rebounds 
per ~arne as a prepster ... also was a gifted athlete in both volleyball and track , 
earn1~g a total o~ 10 varsity letters .. .was named All-State, All.:rournament and 
MVP m track While capturing the state shot-put championship ... in volleyball, 
Harns earned All-District and All-Tournament honors. 
~~~~O~~L- Daugh.ter of_GI~dys M. Harris of Gallatin, Tennessee .. . nickname 
1s B1g Z . .. academic maJor IS Physical Therapy at UN LV. .. birthdate is 4-1-64. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS - Passing and power. 
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SAUNDRA 
McPHERSON 5 
Freshman 
Guard 
Las Vegas, NV 
5-6 
to UNLV with potential for ex-
A talented .local athlete, ~cP~erso~ t~~~~~petitive guard slot this season 
cellence .. .Will vye for playmg time a t UNLV" Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla 
... "We're really happy that Sau.ndra came oessive ' layer. She played all sum-
said . "She is a very _hard workmg and agg~ndra h:S a lot of potential because 
mer long in preparation for the season. Sat b t her is that she really wants 
she's a natural athlete. But the bhest aspec s~e ~~ally wants to contribute." 
to make a place for herself on t e team, 
H. h in Las Vegas Nevada .. . 
HIGH SCHOOL -A 1984 graduate of Bona~!~ M~gPherson was na'med basket-
under the direction of head coach. Leroy Ca ' rebounds per game ... also an 
ball MVP while averaging 15 p~lnts a_nd ~~~;ence honors in 1984 ... recipient 
outstanding softball player earnmg Allh~o Athletic Award for both softball and 
of the 1984 National Guar~ Sc~olars IP tin intra-state rival Reno High and 
basketball. .. biggest athle~IC thnll wa\b~a thi Nevada State Championships. 
breaking their 72 game w1nnmg strea m 
Tiemann of Las Vegas, Nevada: .. 
PERSONAL - Daughter of Leo an.d Me(~a ) academic major is Accountmg 
has one brother (Mark) and one Sister am ... 
at UNLV. .. birthdate is 11-27-66. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS - Ball handling and aggressiveness. 
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LISA 
RHYMER 33 
Freshman 
Guard 
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 
5-8 
A very talented player, Rhymer will help solidify the guard position for the 
Lady Rebels th is season . . . " Lisa is a natural talent ," Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla 
said. "This year will be a big transition for her because it will be the first time 
she'll face competit ion that is as good as her on a day in , day out basis. She 
is a scorer and hangs in the air well. Although she has yet to be tested on a 
collegiate level , she is as quick as a cat and has a good drive to the bucket." 
HIGH SCHOOL- A 1984 graduate of Charlotte Amalie High in St. Thomas, Virgin 
Islands . . . under the direction of head coach Arthur Solomon, she earned 1984 
Athlete of the Year distinction and was the recipient of two Special Awards and 
Charlotte Amalie's Excellence Award . .. as a prepster she averaged 14.5 points 
and 3.5 rebounds per contest. 
PERSONAL · Daughter of Philip and Myrna Rhymer of St. Thomas, Virgin 
Islands ... has four brothers (Wayne, David , Dale, Kerry) and one sister (Lia). 
·_.academic major is Physical Education .. . plans to become a physical educa-
tiOn teacher upon graduation . . . nickname is "Springs" because of the power 
she possesses in her legs . . . birthdate is 12-24-66. 
CHIEF STRENGTHS - Driving to the basket and finesse. 
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• 
KRISTINA 
STIVER 24 
Junior 
Forward/Guard 
Las Vegas, NV 
5-10 
A local talent from Bishop Gorman High, Stiver will add depth to th is year's 
Lady Rebel roster .. . "Kris is a very good person to be associated with our team." 
Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said . " She knows exactly where she stands on ou r 
team and is willing to make an effort to contribute. Kris is a true team player 
because she's more concerned about the team than she is about herself. And 
although she may be inexperienced on the collegiate level , she has a strong 
character and will contribute th is year." 
HIGH SCHOOL- A 1981 graduate of Bishop Gorman High in Las Vegas, Nevada 
. . . under head coach Jean Poteete she earned Gorman's Outstanding Female 
Athlete Award for athletics and academics and basketball MVP distinction . . . 
averaged 10 points and 6 rebounds per game as a prepster ... an all-around 
athlete Stiver also earned four letters in softball and three letters volleyball 
.. . na~ed MVP of both volleyball and softball teams .. . her biggest athletic thrill 
occurred when she sunk four free throws in overtime to 1ce a victory over nval 
Basic High . 
PERSONAL - Daughter of Stephen D. and Rose Marie S!iver ?f ~as Ve~as, 
Nevada .. . has two brothers (M ichael and David) . .. academ1c maJor IS P~ys 1ca l 
Education . . . ambition is to become a collegiate basketball coach . .. b1ggest 
non-playing thrill was " being accepted by this team" .. . birthdate is 4-27-63. 
CHIEF STRENGTH - Motivation . 
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UNLV Captures First Ever PCAA 
Conference Title 
The Lady Rebel Basketball team became the first ever PCAA conference 
champions last season by defeating Un iversity of California Irvine, 78-58 , in 
the championship game. The Lady Rebels compi led a perfect 4-0 conference 
record , defeating UC-Irvine and UC-Santa Barbara each twice in regular season 
play. 
The PCAA Women 's Basketball conference has expanded this year with the 
additions of the University of Hawaii and the University of Pacific. This year 
every team will play a home and home series against each conference oppo-
nent. The PCAA Women 's Basketball Tournament, scheduled for March 9&10 
at UC Irvine, will pit the top four conference finishers . 
" The PCAA conference gives us more flexibility that we didn 't have as an 
independent," Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said , " I think the additions of Hawaii 
and Pacific will be one step further in establishing more credibility for the con-
ference. We 're very pleased with how the league is progressing to develop quali-
ty basketball. " 
The eventual goal for the PCAA Women 's Basketball conference is to ac-
quire enough members to receive an automatic NCAA Playoff bid. Despite its 
present lack of required conference teams, the PCAA office aids in obtaining 
bids for the conference champions and those teams worthy of post-season tour-
nament play. Last season the Lady Rebels, who ammassed a 24-7 record , 
received a first ever NCAA Playoff invitation. 
Overall , being associated with a conference has many advantages. The idea 
of a winning conference gives a team momentum when gearing up for post-
season play. Rivalries are also easier to develop with the advent of a conference. 
In the past, the Lady Rebels were a major independent, where after the season's 
end, the program was totally at the mercy of the NCAA selection committee. 
Co-Head Coach Sheila Strike-Bolla also agrees that membership in the newly 
formed PCAA is a definite step in the right direction. 
" It presents a great opportunity for our women 's basketball program to be 
associated with a fine conference as the PCAA. " 
1983-84 PCAA FINAL STAN DINGS 
CONFERENCE OVERALL 
w L PCT. PTS. OPP. w L PCT. PTS. OPP. UNLV 4 0 1.000 315 186 24 7 .774 2393 1913 
UC Irvine 2 2 .500 223 251 20 9 .690 2033 1940 UC Santa Barbara 0 4 .000 224 325 3 25 .107 1741 2187 
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Northern A.~zona University 
-~\ >-·:fi .~-. 
LOCATION: Flagstaff . AZ .-...__ -,-J \ 
November 26, 1984 
at Flagstaff, Arizona 
ENROLLMENT 11 .600 • - DATE FOUNDED: 1899 
NICKNAME: Lady Lumberjacks CONFERENCE: Independent 
HOMECOURT Lumberjack Gym COLORS: Blue and Gold 
PRESIDENT Dr Eugene M H CAPACITY: 2,500 
HEAD COACH Dave Brown' uges ATHLETIC DIRECTOR; Gary Walker 
SEASON AT SCHOOL Second ALMA MATER (Year): New Mexico State ('63) 
OVERALL RECORD (Years) : 10_14 (1) RECORD AT SCHOOL: 10-14 
ASSIST ANT COACHES (Aim M 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIR~C~~~: Lon Goslar (Wayne State '80) 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID L ·tylle Sml!h 
OFFICE PHONE: (602) 523-5353aura teege 
HOME PHONE: (602) 774-5725 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 5 NAU 0 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING · LAST YEAR: UNLV 96, NAU 49 
NUMBER OF LEITERMEN RETURNING: 8 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS· J 1. H · NUMBER OF LEITERMEN LOST· 1 118p 6 . Ule anks5-10 SA 137 72b . 
· pg, . lrb: Martha Mays. 5-8. SA 10 7 ' • · ppg, · r ; Shannon Peterson 5-9. JR, TOP NEWCOMERS· Vala . M 0 . . . ppg, 5.0rb. 
p t N · ne c amel 6-2 JR Las v N 0 10 
· M/Central Anzona , Dana Brickho~se •6_2 egas, VNalley; Poccila Miller, 6-2, JR, Crown u • •• FA, Phoemx, AZ/Deer Valley. 
mv. of California Berkeley 
Gooch Foster 
E ~-'I-
November 30, 1984 
at Berkeley, CA 
LOCATION: Berkeley CA 
ENROLLMENT: 29,000 DATE FOUNDED: 1868 
NICKNAME: Golden Bears CONFERENCE: NorPac 
HOMECOURT Harmon Gym COLORS: Blue and Gold 
Jeannie James 
~~SIDENT; Chancellor Ira M. Heyman CAPACITY: 6,600 
D COACH: Gooch Foster ATHLETIC DIRECTOR. Dr. Luella Lilly 
~~~~OANL AT SCHOOL: SDcth ~LEMCA MATER (Year): George Peabody ('63) 
L RECORD: 188-96 ORO AT SCHOOL. 104-56 
ASSISTANT COACHES (AI 
n1a Dav1s '78) ma Mater): Coni Staff (111ino1s St • . SPORTS INFORMATIO ate 74) Carol Harnson (University of Califor-
WOMEN'S BASKETBA~ ~~~~~TOR : Chris Dawson 
OFFICE PHONE: (415) 642-94.10 hns Dawson 
HOME PHONE: (415) 658-9227 
SERIES RECORD· UNLV 
NUMBER 0 4, Cal Berkeley 2 LAST y 
NUMBER 0~ tJ~J~~S RETURNING; 3 NUMBE~~: UNLV 95, Cal Berkeley 63 
TOP RETURNING PLAY~~SR~;~~~~~G :k 10 S NUMBER 0~ rJ~RJ~~~~~g1l4 ~~:P~~w~20rb, Jea~me James, SR, 5-1~ ;;G,~_;·10, F, 13.9ppg, 6.4rb; HeliToikka, JR. 6-4 , C/F, 
MERS Amanda Ray FA 5 1 O F ppg, 3.2rb F, WalrlUt Creek CNN h ' · - · • Oakland CNCa 11 
• ort gate, Donee McFadden JR ' s emont; Sue Bruemmer, FR. 5-10, 
' '
5
'
7
• G, Oakland, CNOakland Tech 36 . 
Texas A&M University 
Lynn Hickey 
LOCATION: College Station , TX 
ENROLLMENT: 36,500 
NICKNAME: Aggies 
AIM 
November 30, 1984 
at Berkeley , CA 
DATE FOUNDED; 1876 
Michell Tatum 
CONFERENCE: Southwest Athletic Conference 
COLORS: Maroon and White 
HOMECOURT: G. Rollie White Coliseum 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Frank Vandiver 
CAPACITY: 7,500 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR· Jack1e Shern ll 
ALMA MATER: Ouachita Bapti st 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 0 
HEAD COACH: Lynn Hickey 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: First 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 129-35 (5 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater) : Eileen Feeney (Kansas St. '80), Shelly Hughes (Kansas St. '83) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Tom Turbville 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID: Daryn DeZengotita 
OFFICE PHONE: (409) 845-5725 
HOME PHONE: (409) 260-0326 
SERIES RECORD: 1st meeting 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 5 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 0 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNING: 11 NUMBER OF LEITERMEN LOST 1 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Lisa Langston , JR. 5-9. 16.8ppg, 6.5rb; Michell Tatum. JR. 6-3. 16.6ppg. 
10.5rb; Jenny Edgar, SA, 5-8, 11 .8ppg, 3.9rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Elizabeth Buffo, FR. 6-0, Hurst, TX/L.D. Bell ; Holly Hodges. FR. 6-0. Corpus 
Christi , TX/Calallen 
Oral Roberts University 
- ~-
i. ' . ' ' ' . November 30, 1984 at Berkeley, CA 
Don Calvert 
LOCATION: Tulsa, OK DATE FOUNDED: 1965 
ENROLLMENT: 5,000 CONFERENCE: Oil Country Athletic 
NICKNAME: Lady Titans COLORS: Blue, Gold and White 
HOMECOURT: Mabee Center CAPACITY: 10,575 
PRESIDENT: Oral Roberts ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Larry Cochell 
HEAD COACH: Don Calbert ALMA MATER (Year): Oklahoma State '61 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second RECORD AT SCHOOL: 15-13 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 15-13 (in Div. I) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Cip Patterson (ORU '81), Donnie Calvert (Oklahoma '82) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Don Ott 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID: Tony Brubaker 
OFFICE PHONE: (918) 495-7108 
HOME PHONE: (918) 455-5968 
SERIES RECORD: 0-0 LAST YEAR: First meeting 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 3 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 2 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNING: 5 NUMBER OF LETTERMEN LOST: 6 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Margie Jackson, SA, 5-9, 16.0ppg, 5.0rb; Donna Douglas, SO, 5-7, 
11 .8ppg, 3.0rb; Julie Lucas, SO, 6-0, 5.8ppg, 3.0rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: LeQuita Smith, FA, 5-9, Colbert, OK; Joan1e Boyer, FR. 6-1, Ft Smith, AR; Be 
Be Brewer, FR. 6-1, Pepria, IL 37 
------------------------~--------~~ 
Louisiana State University 
December 4 , 
Sue Gunter 
LOCATION Baton Rouge. LA 
ENROLLMENT 29.863 
at Las Vegas , NV Madeline Doucet 
NICKNAME T1gers 
HOMECOURT Assembly Center 
PRESIDENT Martm D Woodm 
HEAD COACH Sue Gunter 
SEASON AT SCHOOL Third 
DATE FOUNDED· 1860 
CONFERENCE: Southeastern 
COLORS: Purple and Gold 
CAPACITY. 14,326 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Robert E. Brodhead 
ALMA MATER (Year): Peabody '62 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 43-14 (2 yrs) 
OVERALL RECORD (Years)· 309-102 (18 yrs) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Magg1 Romero (U . Southwestern Louis1ana). Tommy Good· 
son (W1II1am Carey) Clarence Chnstenson (Minot State) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR· Joe Yates 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Snook1e Newman 
OFFICE PHONE (504) 388-8226 
HOME PHONE (504) 766-1861 
SERIES RECORD LSU 5, UNLV 0 LAST YEAR: LSU 100, UNLV 71 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING. 3 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 2 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING. 7 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST: 3 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS· Madelme Doucet . SR. 5-10, 17 8ppg, 6.7rb; Ailsha Jones, SO, 6-3, 
12 5ppg, 7.9rb: Rhonda Hawthorne, JR, 5-5 , 10.6ppg. 2.7rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS· Gert Scott, FA, 5-8, Balt1more, MD/Towson Cathlo1c; Jeanetta Burns, FA, 5-9. 
P1nev111e LNPmv111e. Karen Under, FR. 6-3, Prineville , OR/Crook County. 
December 7-8, 1984 
Chrts Gobrecht 
LOCATION: Fullerton. CA 
ENROLLMENT: 23,500 
at Las Vegas, NV Robin Holmes 
NICKNAME· Titans 
HOMECOURT: Titan Gym 
PRESIDENT Dr Jewel Plummer Cobb 
HEAD COACH Chns Gobrecht 
SEASON AT SCHOOL· S1xth 
DATE FOUNDED: 1957 
CONFERENCE: Western Collegiate Ath l. Assoc. 
COLORS: Blue. Orange and White 
CAPACITY: 4,140 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Lynn Eitefson 
ALMA MATER (Year): USC '77 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 65-81 OVERALL RECORD (Years): 65-81 (6 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater) Kathy Anderson (Central Missouri State '80) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Mel Franks 
WOMEN'S BASkETBALL SID Ron Fremont 
OFFICE PHONE (714) 773-3970 
SEAlES RECORD UNLV 6, Fullerton 3 
LAST YEAR· teams last met 1n 1982-83 
(UNLV 66, Fullerton 75) 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING 5 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST· 0 
NUMBER OF LETIEAMEN RETURNING 10 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOS.T: 1 , 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS. Robin Holmes. JR, 5-9, 15.4ppg, 2.1rb; Tern Withers, SA, 6-3, 13.7ppg, 
7 9rb, Meg Gallacher. SA. 6-0, 13.0ppg, 6 2rb 
TOP NEWCOMERS Alayna McGee, FA, 6-1 , Flint, MI/Fiint Northwestern: Amy Torczon, FR. 6-0. 
Taft. CA/Taft, Kathy Gorman. JR. 6-o. Tustin, CA!Fullerton JC 
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University of Texas 
... ~ y
Jody Coradt 
LOCATION: Austin, TX 
ENROLLMENT: 48,000 
NICKNAME: Longhorns 
December 7-8, 1984 
at Las Vegas, NV 
Kam1e Ethndge 
HOMECOURT: Erwin Special Events Center 
DATE FOUNDED: 1883 
CONFERENCE. Southwest 
COLORS: Burnt Orange and Wh1te 
CAPACITY: 16,231 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dr. Donna Lopiano 
ALMA MATER (Year): Baylor '63 PRESIDENT: Dr. Peter Flawn HEAD COACH: Jody Coradt 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Ninth RECORD AT SCHOOL. 260-46 
OVERALL RECORD (Years) : 377·109 (15 yprs) 1 (W st Texas State '78). Jill Rankm (Tennessee '81 ) ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Lynn oo e 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Chns Plonsky 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Chns Plonsky 
OFFICE PHONE: (512) 471-7693 
HOME PHONE: (512) 441-3152 LAST YEAR· Texas 82 , UNLV 60 
SERIES RECORD: U. of Texas 2• UNLV 0 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST 2 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 3 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST 2 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING. 8 55 JR G g Oppg . 3.3rb; Fran Hams 6·0. JR. F. TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Kam1e Ethndge , - · · • · 
18.5ppg, 5.8rb; Kriss Ethridge, 5-4, JR, GJk8~fc9 · ~~~~~-iew TX/Wayland BaptiSt Un1vers1ty. C.J 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Gay Hemphill , 5-11 , . 'B · 1 William~ 5.8, FR . G. Del Valle. TX/Oel Valle Jones , 6-1 , FA, F/C, Las Vegas, NV/Rancho, every , 
University of Alabama 
CRE~~ 
December 7-8, 1984 
at Las Vegas, NV 
Ken Weeks 
LOCATION: Tuscalossa, AL 
ENROLLMENT: 15,000 
NICKNAME: Crimson Tide . 
HOMECOURT: Memorial Coliseum 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Joab Thomas 
HEAD COACH: Ken Weeks 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Fourth 
DATE FOUNDED: 1831 
CONFERENCE: Southeastem 
COLORS: Crimson and White 
CAPACITY. 15.047 
Carol Smith 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Ray Perkms , 
ALMA MATER (Year)· Mississippi State 67 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 56-33 
\ 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 325-64 (13 Y.r~-1 t (University of North Alabama). Lo1s Myers (Georgia 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Shern oun 
Southern College) A 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: TB 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: TBA 
OFFICE PHONE: (205) 348-7077 
HOME PHONE: (205) 348-54°7 LAST YEAR : 
SERIES RECORD: F~rst meetmg NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 3 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: ~ NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST· 6 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING. SF 6_2 16.7ppg, 7.4rb: DeeDee Davis, C, 6-3. 7 3ppg, TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Carol Smith, ' , 
4.7rb; Audrey Gavin, G, 5-10, 6-5ppg, 2 .9r~~leyville AL; Cynthia McDougle. F. 6-0, Waynesboro. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Shelly Pyles, G, 5·5• ' 
MS; Neacole Hall , G, 5-5, York, AL. 39 
~~~~~--~-----
Ohio State University 
December 13 1984 
Tara Van Derveer at Las Vegas, NV 
LOCATION: Columbus. OH DATE FOUNDED: 1870 
ENROLLMENT: 55.000 CONFERENCE: Big Ten 
NICKNAME: Buckeyes COLORS: Scarlet and Gray 
Yvette Angel 
HOMECOURT: St. John Arena CAPACITY: 13.591 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Edward Jennings ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Richard M. Bay 
HEAD COACH: Tara Van Derveer ALMA MATER (Year) : Indiana '75 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Fifth RECORD AT SCHOOL: 82-34 
OVERALL RECORD (Years)· 124-48 (6 yrs) 
ASSIST ANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Lubomyr Lichonzcak (Idaho '78) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Marvin Homan 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID: Claudia Dinges 
OFFICE PHONE: (614) 422-6861 
HOME PHONE: (614) 488-4556 
SERIES RECORD: first meeting LAST YEAR: 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 9 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST: 2 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Carla Chapman. SA, 6-1 , 15.3ppg, 7.1rb; Yvette Angel , SR , 5-8, 
13.4ppg, 4.2rb; Franc1ne Lew1s, JR, 6-2, 12.7ppg , 8.4rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Trac~y Hall, FR, 6-0, Cleveland Heights, OH/Cieveland Heights; Rhonda Winters, 
FR, 6-3, Orrv1lle. OH/Orv1lle; Joni Mazzola, FR, 5· 11 , Columbus, OH/Bishop Watterson . 
University of Colorado 
~ 
December 29, 1984 
Boulder, CO 
DATE FOUNDED: 1877 
Patty Slighter LOCATION: Boulder, CO 
ENROLLMENT: 20,157 
NICKNAME: Lady Buffs 
HOMECOURT: Events/Conference Center 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Arnold Weber 
HEAD COACH: Ceal Barry 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second 
CONFERENCE: Big Eight 
COLORS: Silver, Gold and Columbine Blue 
CAPACITY: 11 ,199 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: William Marolt 
ALMA MATER (Year): Kentucky '77 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 10-18 OVERALL RECORD (Years): 93-60 (5 yrs.) 
ASST COACHES (Alma Mater)· B rth B (Oh' W • · · SPORTS INFORMATION DIRE. CeTOR uDrns _ 10 esleyan 79), L1lllon Barnes (East Carolina 
, : av1d Plati 
WOMEN S BASKETBALL SID: Colleen Miller 
OFFICE PHONE: (303) 492-5626 
HOME PHONE: (303) 469-6953 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 3 Colorado 0 LAS 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING· T YEAR: UNLV 67, Colorado 41 
NUMB · 3 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST· 2 
Top REETRUORF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 6 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOS.T· 4 NING PLAYERS· Lisa Va G C SR . 
9.5ppg, 7.1rb, Kris Holwerda: G. JR, ~-9~2°r·10:7 • 6-33, 1b7.3ppg, 5.0rb; Patty Slighter, F, SR, 6-1, TOP NEWCOMERS· E · C ' ppg, 4· r · 
Puchalski G FA 5- j 0 ~~un~[=~~ ~· F~~~ 1 • A~botsford , British Columbia/Abbotsford; Therese ta/Easter~ Oklah~ma State. a ey, o':~am Valley; LeaAnn Banks, JR, 6-1' Vinta, OK/Vin· 
Colorado State University 
~ 
December 30, 1984 
at Fort Collins, CO 
Lee Swayze Karen Kreuzer 
DATE FOUNDED: 1870 LOCATION: Fort Collins, CO 
ENROLLMENT: 18,000 
NICKNAME: Lady Rams 
HOMECOURT: Moby Gym 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Phillip Austin 
CONFERENCE: High Country Ath letic Cont. 
COLORS: Green and Gold 
CAPACITY: 10,000 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Thurman " Fum" 
McGraw 
HEAD COACH: Lee Swayze ALMA MATER (Year): Delaware '73 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second RECORD AT SCHOOL: 12-15 
OVERALL RECORD (Years) : 12-15 (1 yr.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Jean Raikes (Colorado '80) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Gary Ozzello 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID: Bill Young 
OFFICE PHONE: (303) 491 -5067 
HOME PHONE: (303) 223-8703 
SERIES RECORD: First meeting LAST YEAR: Th is will be the first meeting. 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 7 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST: 3 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Karen Kruezer. SR , 5-10, 18.0ppg, ?.Orb; Sherry Neely, SR, 6-3, 
12.6ppg, 8.3rb; Mary Jo Berenato, SO, 5-8, 2.0, 1.6rb. . 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Darla DeRuiter, FR, 6-1, LaSalle, CON alley; Jenmfer Halbach, FR. 6-0, Arvada. 
CO/Arvada; Beth Supensky, FR , 5-10, MAdison , WI/West. 
Penn State Universit 
Rene Portland 
• l'llnnlllillll 
c Pi /liN SIAl{ .. CMU U 111 
January 4-5, 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
DATE FOUNDED: 1855 
CONFERENCE: Atlantic 10 
COLORS: Blue,and White 
CAPACITY: 7,200 
_,.....::.::_ _ ......, 
Kahadeeja Herbert 
LOCATION: State Collate, PA 
ENROLLMENT: 27,000 
NICKNAME: Lady Lions 
HOMECOURT: Rec Hall 
PRESIDENT: Bryce Jordon 
HEAD COACH: Rene Portland 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Fifth 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Jim Tarman 
ALMA MATER (Year): Immaculata College '75 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 88-34 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 175-63 (8 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Bob Foley (Villanova '75) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Mary Jo Haverbeck 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Mary Jo Haverbeck 
OFFICE PHONE: (814) 865-1757 
HOME PHONE: (814) 237-2951 
SERIES RECORD· 0·0 LAST YEAR: 
NUMBER OF STA-RTERS RETURNING: 5 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 0 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 9 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN _LOST: 1 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Jane Gilpin, SO, 5·8, 7.1ppg, 1.9rb; KahadeeJah Herbert, SA, 6-3. 
18.1ppg, 9.3rb; LorSraiBne hMcGirtC, JIIR, 5-F1R1 , 6t14. 8pBprag~f~-~bCT/Branford · Suzie McConnell, FA, 5-4, 
TOP NEWCOMER : et any o ms, , · · · • 
Pittsburgh , PA/Seton LaSalle. 41 
Oregon State University 
Ak1 Hill 
LOCATION: Corvallis, OR 
~ 
' 
' 
January 4-5, 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
ENROLLMENT· 16 500 DATE FOUNDED: 1868 
NICKNAME: B~ave'rs CCOONL
0
FERENCE: North Pacific Athletic Cont. 
HOMECOURT: Gill Coliseum RS . Orange and Black 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Robert MacVicar CAPACITY: 10,000 
HEAD COACH: Aki Hill ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dee Andrps 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Seventh ALMA MATER (Year) : 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 125-43 (6 ) RECORD AT SCHOOL: 125-43 
ASSISTANT COACHES (AI M yrs. 
SPORTS INFORMATION D~~C~~r): Andy McCiouskey, Bucky Gill 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: MarkRFI~a~ Cowan 
OFFICE PHONE: (503) 754-3220 y 
HOME PHONE: (503) 745-7115 
SERIES RECORD: Oregon St. 1 UNLV 0 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING· LAST YEAR: team last met in 1981-82, 95-57 
NUMBER OF LEITERMEN RETUR · 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS· J r CNIING. 7 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST· 5 
F 5-11 140 . UJ oeman SAG sa·~ 227 3 . TOP NEWC. ppg, 10.3rb; Lisa Channel, JR ' GIF' 5_·10· 9 
2
' · ppg, .Orb; Brenda Arbuckle, so. 
. OMERS: L1sa Ellis, FA, c 6_5 T ' · .Sppg, 4.5rb. Haddonfield, NJ/Paul VI ; Debbie D II ' , routdale , O_R/Reynolds; Martina Attanasi FA G 5-5 Creight~;.'"i,. ~U'~·~~·~~;'ity · · · 
~ 
January 4-5, 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
~ Bruce Rasmussen LOCATION: Omaha, NE 
ENROLLMENT· 5 907 DATE FOUNDED: 1878 
NICKNAME: Lady' Jays CC0
0
NFERENCE: Independent 
HOMECOURT· Civ1c A d C lORS: White and Blue 
Connie Yori 
PRESIDENT· A. u ., reJghton Gym CAPACITY·. 9,200 
· ev. M1chael Morrison s J 
HEAD COACH: Bruce Rasmussen . . . ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dan Offenburger 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Fifth ALMA MATER (Year): Northern Iowa '71 
OVERALL RECORD: 51•64 RECORD AT SCHOOL: 51·64 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Ma . 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIAECT~r). Mark Jones (Creighton '83) 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: A R: Ron Paradis 
OFFICE PHONE (402) 280·2720 on Paradis 
HOME PHONE: (402) 493-5969 
SERIES RECORD· UNLV 1 C NUMBER 0 . ' reJghton 0 LAST 
NUMBER OFF STARTERS RETURNING: 3 NUMBYEEAR R: teams last metJn 1982 (n-72 OT) 
LETTERMEN AETURNI . OF STARTERS LOST· 2 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS· Connie y~G .JR6 NUMBER OF LEITERMEN LOS.T· 2 
5 6rb Amy allard JR 5 · 
11
• '5-10 20.3ppg a 6 b· D · TOP NEWCOME' . ' ·B, 8 2ppg, 2.4rb. ' ' · r ' onna Chvatal , JR. 5·10, 9.2ppg 
AS. Pam Gradov111e FR 6-0 . ' 
Yankton SO/Yankton High , , '042aha, NE/Manan High· Gayle Heimstra. FA, 5-11, 
West Texas State University 
January 8, 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
Bob Schneider Gwenda Johnson 
LOCATION: Canyon, TX DATE FOUNDED: 1910 
ENROLLMENT: 6.700 CONFERENCE: Oil Country Athletic Cont. 
NICKNAME: Lady Buffs COLORS: Maroon and White 
HOMECOURT: WT Fieldhouse CAPACITY: 2,000 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Ed Roach ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Leon Trekell 
HEAD COACH: Bob Schneider ALMA MATER (Year) : West Texas State '58 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Fourth RECORD AT SCHOOL: 55-35 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 104-74 (6 yrs.) , 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Bill " Bones" Murren (Texas Tech 64) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: John Askins 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Karen Christensen 
OFFICE PHONE: (806) 656-2131 SERIES RECORD: UNLV 1, West Texas St. 0 LAST YEAR: teams last met m 1981-82 (104-64) 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: B NUMBER OF LEITERMEN LOST: 3 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Julie Burnham. SA, 5-10, 7.0ppg, 3.8rb; Kelli Hardin. JR, 5-10, 7.3ppg, 
2.9rb; Gwenda Johnson, SO, 6-0, 11 .7ppg, S.Brb . . . 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Sandra Dugan, FA, 5-11 , Archer City, TX/Archer C1ty; Don Roots, SO, 5-B, Folie!, 
TX/Follet; Angela Seay, FA, 5-7, Byers, TX/Byers. 
Dewayne Jones 
LOCATION: Detroit. Ml 
ENROLLMENT: 6,200 
NICKNAME: Lady Titans 
HOMECOURT: Calihan Hall 
PRESIDENT: Fr. Robert Mitchell, S.J. 
HEAD COACH: Dewayne Jones 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second 
Cassandra Pack 
DATE FOUNDED: 1877 
CONFERENCE: North Star . 
COLORS: Cardinal Red & Whtte 
CAPACITY: 8,837 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Brad Kinsman 
ALMA MATER (Year): Northern Mtch1gan '73 
RECORD AT SCHOOL. 14-12 
OVERALL RECORD: 84-30 , 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Anne Kish (Oakland 83) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Mark Engel 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Andrew Glantzman 
OFFICE PHONE: ~313) 927-1444 LAST YEAR: 1st meeting 
SERIES RECORD. 0-0 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 4 ER OF LEITEAMEN LOST· 2 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 6 NUMB Re ina Pierce SA 5-6 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Cassandra Pack. SO, 5-8, 17 4ppg, 9.5rb, 9 • • • 
17.1 ppg, 3.9rb; Bri~gKet HSowardJ,RJ~:t6~tr~J~ ~ft~·u~:;~nght; Daphne Sm1th, SO, 5·11 , Ypsilanti, 
TOP NEWCOMERS. 1m 1ms, • · ' · MI/H 1 Redeemer MI/Willow Run ; Linda Tennant, FR. 6-0. DetrOit, o Y · 
43 
Oklahoma State University 
January 11 , 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
Dick Halterman 
LOCATION: Stillwater OK Kathy Schulz 
ENROLLMENT: 22,823 DATE FOUNDED: 1891 
NICKNAME: Cowgirls CONFERENCE: Big Eight 
HOMECOURT: Gallagher Hall COLORS: Orange and Black 
PRESIDENT: Dr. L.L. Boger CAPACITY: 6,700 
HEAD COACH: Dick Halterman ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Myron Rodenck 
ALMA MATER (Year): Northeast Missoun State 
SEASON AT SCHOOL· Second '74 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 11-18 (o } RECORD AT SCHOOL: 11-18 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma M _ne 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIREcT~~ : ~~ck EBasley (State Fair Community College} 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID· L" ·. eve uzzard 
OFFICE PHONE: (405} 624-5Y491sa Little 
SERIES RECORD: 0-0 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING· 2 LAST YEAR: First meeting 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNIN. . NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 2 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS· Kath S h ~ - 4 NUMBER OF LETTERMEN LOST· 2 +~~pp~, 9.2rb. . · y c u z, SA, F, 6-2• 20.4ppg, 7.3rb; Jackie Gloss~n . SA, F, 5-11 , 
~ WCOMERS: Jamie Siess FA F 6 0 . 
MO; Lisa Campbell JR G 5-8 N'w M' . '. - .' Clinton , OK; lrenetia Henley SO G 59 St L . 
' ' • • ISSISSippi. ' • • - • · OUIS, 
University of Nevada Reno 
• January· 15 & February 9 
Anne Hope 
LOCATION: Reno NV 
ENROLLMENT: 9,'500 DATE FOUNDED: 1874 
NICKNAME: Wolf Pack CONFERENCE: Independent 
HOMECOURT: Old Gym COLORS: Blue and S1Jver 
Chris Starr 
PRESIDENT: Joseph Crowley CAPACITY: 2,700 
~~~COACH : Anne Hope ATHLETIC DIRECTOR· Dick Trachok 
ON AT SCHOOL: 1st ALMA MATER (Year}: Wake Forest , ~~SERALL RECORD (Years): 100-44 (5 ) RECORD AT SCHOOL: 0-0 75 
!STANT COACHES (AI yrs. 
SPORTS_ INFORMATION D~E~~~M: Denise Norton (Illinois •80} 
WOMEN S BASKETBALL SID· D . · Paul Stewart 
OFFICE PHONE: (702) 784-4GOO annlelle Prousmer, Greg Bortolin 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 3, UNA 0 
LAST YEAR· teams 1 t · 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNIN . (UNLV 95-5S} as met m 1982-83 
~~~~~~U~N~TTERMEN AETURNJ~G~ 6 ~~~~~A OF STARTERS LOST: 2 
5.3rb; Karen Fne? P~YERS : Chns Starr, 6-1 , JR, 25 6 A OF LETTERMEN LOST: 5 
TOP NEWCOMER; ~h~~/~p~g, 4.0rb. . ppg, 11 .5rb; Kltl Larsen, 5-11 , SR. 14.6pp'g, 
CA. Anne Cabral, 6-Q, SR, Lonyg ~a~a6c-Qh, CSRA. Desplames, IL; Karon Peiersen 6-Q FA S b 
• . • • • e astopol 
44 ' 
Univ. of Calif., Santa Barbara 
January 17 & February 23 
LOCATION: Santa Barbara , CA DATE FOUNDED: 1944 
ENROLLMENT: 16,500 CONFERENCE: PCAA 
NICKNAME: Gauchos COLORS: Blue and Gold 
HOMECOURT: Robertson Gymnasium CAPACITY: 3,400 
PRESIDENT: Chancellor Dr. Robert Huttenback ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Ken Drescher 
HEAD COACH: Darla Wilson ALMA MATER (Year): Cal Poly SLO "81 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second RECORD AT SCHOOL: 3-25 
OVERALL RECORD (Years} : 3-25 (two) ASSISTANT COACHEOS (Alma Mater): Tom McCollum (Cal State Fullerton '71), Phoebe Nikolakadis 
(UCSB '83) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Jay Lucas 
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL SID: Bill Mahoney 
OFFICE PHONE; (805} 961-3428 
HOME PHONE: (805} 967-8490 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 5, UCSB 0 LAST YEAR: 92-50 UNLV, 94-52 UNLV 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 2 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 3 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNING: 6 NUMBER OF LETTERMEN LOST: 1 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Kristen Nicholson, JR. 5-10, 16.5ppg, 6.3rb; Dana Panifili . SA, 5-10, 
9.7ppg, 5.6rb. TOP NEWCOMERS: Shondra Dillard, FA, 6-0, Granada Hills, CA/Granada Hills; Patricia Niichel, FA, 
6-1 , El Monte, CA/Arroyo; Tracie Hightower, FR. 6-1 , West Covina, CNWest Covina. 
Utah State University 
~(: ·~ 
January 18, 1985 
at Logan Utah 
.. ~ ·~ 
Bob Corbin DATE FOUNDED: 1888 
CONFERENCE: High Country 
COLORS: Royal Blue and Wh1te 
CAPACITY: 10,270 
LOCATION: Logan, UT 
ENROLLMENT: 11 ,000 
NICKNAME: Aggies 
HOMECOURT: Spectrum 
PRESIDENT: Stanford Cazier 
HEAD COACH: bob Corbin 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: First RECORD AT SCHOOL: 0-0 
OVERALL RECORD (Years}: 179-49 (9 yrs.) 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dave Kragthorpe 
ALMA MATER (Year): C.A.U. Dominquiz Hills 
ASSISTANT COACHES Kristy Loesner (University of Utah '82) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Tim Mansell 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: T1m Mansell 
OFFICE PHONE: (801} 750-2063 
HOME PHONE: (801) 752-9770 
SERIES RECORD· UNLV 9, Utah St. 1 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 2 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 3 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNING: 3 NUMBER OF LETTERMEN LOST: 5 
LAST YEAR: 68-116 UNLV 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: April Hatch, SR. 6-Q, 19.5ppg. 7.6rb, Venus Hare, SR. 5-9, 10.oppg, 
4.4rb; Sus1e Vincent , SO, 5-8, 5.1 ppg, 2 2rb. M · JC· Ch · TOP NEWCOMERS: Stephanie Cooper, JR. 5-8, Los Angeles, CA/Locke/Santa omca • arnes 
Bremend, JR, 5-2. Los Angeles, CA/Ingleweed , CA/Santa Momca, JC; Angela Ice, FR. 5-i1 · Los 
Angeles, CA/Mormngside. 45 
University of Utah 
6® January 19, 1985 at Salt Lake City, UT 
LOCATION: Salt Lake, UT 
ENROLLMENT: 24,000 
NICKNAME: Lady Utes 
HOMECOURT· Special Events Center 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Chase N. Peterson 
HEAD COACH: Elaine Ell iott 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second 
DATE FOUNDED: 1950 
CONFERENCE: High Country 
COLORS: Crimson & White 
CAPACITY: 15,000 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Arnie Ferrin 
ALMA MATER (Year): Boise St. '77 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 19-12 OVERALL RECORD (Years): 19-12 (2 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Tom Collen (Bowling Green '77) Connie Ericson (Northwestern 
'84) Carla Taylor (Weber St. '84) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Bruce Woodbury 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Liz Able 
OFFICE PHONE: (801) 581-3510 
HOME PHONE: (801) 974-0130 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 7, Utah 2 LAST YEAR: UNLV 90, Utah 64 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 3 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 2 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING: 9 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST: 3 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Anne Handy, 6-2, SA, 15.7ppg, 9.8rb; Leshia Lee, 6-0, SA, 8.0ppg, 
7.3rb; Reggie Wnght , 5·5, SO, 7.3ppg, 1.7rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Donna Holzworth , 6-3, FA, Goleta, CA; Amanda De Lucia, 5-9, FA, Santa Bar-bara, CA; Leshe Neebling, 5-11 , FR. Sandy, UT. 
Fairfield University 
January 24, 1984 
at Las Vegas, NV 
Dianne Nolan 
LOCATION: Fairfield, CT 
ENROLLMENT: 2,800 
NICKNAME: Lady Stags 
HOMECOURT: Alumni Hall 
PRESIDENT. Aloystus P. Kelley, S.J . 
HEAD COACH: Dtanne Nolan 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Stxlh 
DATE FOUNDED: 1941 
Katrina Fields 
CONFERENCE: Metro Allantic Athletic Coni. 
COLORS: Red and Whtte 
CAPACITY: 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: C. Donald Cook 
ALMA MATER (Year): Glassboro State '73 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 80-62 OVERALL RECORD (Years): 142-118 (9 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (Alma Mater): Donna Margine (Fairfield), Len Petrucelli (Fairfield), Mark Breslin (Rutgers) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Jay Wtlltams 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SiD· Jay Williams 
OFFICE PHONE: (203) 255·5411 
HOME PHONE (203) 932-4763 
SEASON RECORD: Ftrst meettng LAST YEAR. 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING. 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 1 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING· 13 NUMBER OF LETIERMEN LOST· 2 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS. Katnna Ftelds, SR. 6-4, 21 .0ppg, 12.0rb; Alison Martinski, SR, 6-3, 12.2ppg, 7 4rb; Chns McGuinness, SA, 6-9, 10.8ppg, 2.9rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS· Dana Pellgrino. FA, S-8, Saddle Brook, NJ/Paramus Catholic; Trish Barrett, FA, 
5-6, Balttmore. MD!Towson Cathlotc; Tasta Turkalo, FR. 6·1 , Orange, CT/Amity Regional. 
46 
Pacific 
January 23 and 
February 7 
Julie Hickey DATE FOUNDED: 1851 
LOCATION: Stockton , CA CONFERENCE: PCAA 
ENROLLMENT: 3.800 COLORS: Orange and Black 
~~~~~~C~i~g!r~ Spanos Center ~~~t~iTtD~~~gTOR : Dr. Carl At: ~i~~r 
PRESIDENT: Or. Stanley E McCaffrey ALMA MATER (Year): Steysn Aus tn 
HEAD COACH: Julie Htckey RECORD AT SCHOOL: 13-13 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Second 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 35·!~e~3- ~!len Peets (U . of Pacific '81) 
ASSISTANT COAC~Tgt6TFfE~To~: Jeff Mynahan ~0°:~~·~N~~:~~BALL SID: Kevin Messenger 
OFFICE PHONE: (209) 946-2472 
HOME PHONE: (209) 944-7189 LAST YEAR: . 
1 SERIES RECORD: First meettng . 4 NUMBER OF STARTERS L~~iT: 4 
NUMBER OF STARTERS NR~~¥~~~~G : 6 NUMBER OF L~rr;.~~~~Romberg-geiger , 6-2, 
NUMBER OF LETIERME AS· Janet Whitney, 6·1, JR, 17.3ppg, . ' ~~~ 1~~8~~~.N~~s~{.~~l~ey ~~~:~.5~~7 .J:R . ci~~~;y , ~~~ridl~~ U~i~~~\ ~g~~~~ ~~~~;::.rg , 5' 1 0' 
TOP NEWCOMER · e se . o ·ego· Gretch Minehardt, 6-1 , • 
FA , Goleta, CA/Bishola~ ~ i 'sian a Tech 
Sonja Hogg 
• February 2, 1985 
at Las Vegas, NV 
DATE FOUNDED: 1894 
Tori Harrison 
CONFERENCE: Independent 
COLORS: Red and Blue 
LOCATION: Ruston , LA 
ENROLLMENT: 11 ,172 
NICKNAME: Lady Techsters 
HOMECOURT: Thomas Assembly Center CAPACITY: 8,000 . b Vanatta ATH;E~I~T~~~;::~~L~~siana ,Tech '68 PRESIDENT: Dr. F. _Ja~oTgagyl~r Leon Barmore 
HEAD COACH: SonJa ALM Louistana Tech 67 
. H gg 278-51 RECORD AT SCHOOL. o 61 5 Barmore · SEASON AT SCHOOL: Hogg 10 yrs. 
Barmore 2 ~;8 51 /Barmore 61-5 
OVERALL RECORD (Yeal~~aH~~~er) : Gary Blair (Texas Tech '72) 
ASSISTANT COACHES (DIRECTOR· Keith Prince 
SPORTS INFOSRKME~~~~L SID· Keith Prince 
WOMEN'S BA . xt 43 
OFFICE PHONE: (318) 257-4111 e . Loutstana Tech 90 ~~~~;~~~~~g:1 ~N2C~-~~~~uis~1~GT~ch 5 ~~B~~~~ r~i~b~~~~ir~ s 
NUMBER OF STARTERSNR~1¥5RNING : 7 NUMBER OF 8 1rb; Stacy Davis, SO, 6-3, C/F, NUMBER OF LETIERME . . n SO 6-4, C, 21 .3ppg, · 
LAYERS· Ton Harrtso , , Ch 
TOP RETURNING p JR 5-11 F 4.4ppg, 2.7rb. M I' da Chambless, FA, 5-S, G, atam, 5 Oppg 3.9rb; Kay Konerza, ' FA 's-1o F Tulsa. OK; e tn 
· ' MERS· Tatia Brown, • ' ' 
TOP NEWCO ·FA 5_8 G, Longview, TX-47 LA; Angela Lawson, • ' 
Univ. of California Irvine 
Dean Andrea 
February 16 and 
February 27 
LOCATION: Irvine, CA DATE FOUNDED: 1962 
ENROLLMENT: 12,000 CONFERENCE: PCAA 
NICKNAME: Anteaters COLORS: Blue and Gold 
Cheri Graham 
HOMECOURT: Crawford Hall CAPACITY: 1,467 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Jack W. Peltason ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dr. John E. Caine 
HEAD COACH: Dean Andrea ALMA MATER (Year): Univ. of Dayton '68 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: Seventh RECORD AT SCHOOL: 82-84 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 82-84 (6 yrs.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES {Alma Mater): Jean Kinn (UNLV '81), Candy Gomez (UC Irvine '83) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Bob Olson 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Lisa Boyer 
OFFICE PHONE: (714) 856-5260 
HOME PHONE: (714) 472·1285 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 4, UCI 0 LAST YEAR: UNLV 90, UCI 55 
NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING: 5 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 0 
NUMBER OF LETTERMEN RETURNING: 8 NUMBER OF LETTERMEN LOST: 5 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: Cheri Graham, JR, 6-2, 20.5ppg, 8.6rb; Jackie VanderPoel , SR. 6·0, 
12.2ppg, 7.5rb, Vickie Simpson, SA, 5·8, 7.2ppg, 2.7rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS: Hadia Burks, FR, 5-11 , Sandiego, CA/Morse ; Natalie Crawford, FA, 6-5, 
Hawthorne, CNLeuzinger; Tammy Trotter, FR, 5·9, Long Beach, CNSt. Anthony's. 
University of Hawaii 
LOCATION: Honolulu, HI 
ENROLLMENT: 21 ,000 
NICKNAME: Rainbow Wahines 
HOMECOURT· Klum Gym 
PRESIDENT: TBA 
March 4, 5, 1985 
at Honolulu, HI 
DATE FOUNDED: 1907 
CONFERENCE: PCAA 
COLORS: Green and White 
CAPACITY: 2,000 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Stan Sheriff HEAD COACH: Bill Nepfel 
SEASON AT SCHOOL: F1rst 
OVERALL RECORD (Years): 18-11 (1 yr.) 
ASSISTANT COACHES {Alma Mater): TBA 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Ed Inouye 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SID: Sue Crandall 
OFFICE PHONE' (808) 948·7523 
HOME PHONE: {808) 946.0003 
ALMA MATER {Year): Cortland State U. '74 
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 0·0 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 10, Hawau 0 
LAST YEAR: Team last met in 1982 
(UNLV 87, Hawaii 69) NUMBER OF STARTERS RETURNING· 2 NUMBER OF STARTERS LOST: 3 
NUMBER OF LETIERMEN RETURNING. 6 NUMBER OF LEnERMEN LOST: 5 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS. Kim Everett. SR. 6·0, F, 10.6ppg, 7.1rb; Jeanne Wade, SO, 6-5, C, 
11 .5ppg, 8.9rb, Lynette Lru, SR. 5-3, G, 9.4ppg, 2.4rb. 
TOP NEWCOMERS ~nna Cavanaugh, FA, 5-6, G, Presentation of Mary Academy, NH, Anne Copely, 
FR. 5·11 , F, Dracut H1gh School , MA. L1sa Ma; FR,~5~-1~0~,~ FR~,~U:n~i~ve:rs:i:ty~H:i:gh~S:ch~oo=I,~H~I.~----l-----------------~4~9~-------------------~ 
c.n 
0 
c.n 
1983-84 LADY REBEL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
Record 24-7 {PCAA 4-0) Home 17-2; Away 5-3; Neutral 2-2 
No. Name G-GS FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT RB AVE PF-DQ A TP AVE MIN AVG TO BK s 
----- -
21 Rochelle Oliver 31·31 225-432 521 54-9.0 .6.00 117 3.8 69-2 ---148 504 16.3 1003 32.4 132 6 107 4 Misty Thomas 31-31 201-376 .535 77-105 733 196 6.3 83-4 180' 479 15.5 1079 34 .8 134 24 100 44 Donya Monroe 31-31 157-314 .500 52-81 .642 264 8.5 73-2 23 366 11.8 932 30.1 50 22 40 14 Tara Garlepp 31-29 114-214 
.533 36-50 .720 145 4.7 71-5 17 264 8.5 619 20.0 42 37 7 11 Angela Christian 31-1 90-205 .439 39-72 .542 160 5.2 72-1 14 219 7.1 564 18.2 53 34 25 25 Paula Clear 29-29 55-101 .545 25-41 .634 63 2.2 51-2 38 135 4.7 569 19.6 48 6 21 22 Lynn Sherow 29-0 61-143 .427 8-16 .500 70 2.4 33-3 16 130 4.5 472 16.3 34 8 14 10 Kathy LaVern 30-3 54-116 .466 15-18 .833 81 2.7 65-0 26 123 4.1 372 12.4 42 10 20 3 Charlotte Blair 25-0 39-71 .549 20-24 .833 31 1.2 15-0 22 98 3.9 181 7.2 18 0 12 30 Lori Arent 26-0 14-36 
.489 19-30 .633 60 2.3 35-0 17 47 1.8 298 11 .5 18 3 4 55 Jackie Tefft 14-0 8-17 .471 4-10 
.400 21 1.5 16-0 6 20 1.4 72 5.1 9 2 0 24 Kathy Acor 13-0 1-5 .200 6-9 .667 10 0.8 4-0 0 8 0.6 39 2.9 3 0 2 TEAM 90 
UNLV 31-31 1019-2030 
.502 355-546 
.650 1308 42.2 587-19 507 2393 77.2 6200 200 583 152 352 TOTALS 
OPPONENTS 31-31 750-1852 
.405 421-631 
.667 1014 32.7 479-5 308 1913 61 .7 6200 200 546 66 247 
·uNLV Season Record 
Score by Halts: 1st 2nd Total Individual High Game (points): UNLV 1147 1246 2393 Misty Thomas, 31 vs UC-Irvine (h) OPPONENTS 922 991 1913 Rochelle Oliver, 26 vs UC-Irvine (h) 
Donya Monroe, 21 vs Drake (h) Lynn Sherow, 14 vs UC-Santa Barbara (h) Season Attendance - (Dates/Avg) - 20,122 (31/649) Angela Christian , 21 vs Utah State (a) Charlotte Blair, 12 vs UC-Santa Barbara (h&a) Home - (Dates/Avg) - 11 ,348 (19/597) Tara Garlepp, 20 vs Idaho (n) Lori Arent, 9 vs Utah (h) Away - (Dates/Avg) - 6,624 (8/828) Kathy LaVern, 19 vs California (h) Jackie Tefft, 4 vs SMU (h) & UC-Irvine (h) Neutral - (Dates/Avg) - 2,150 (4/538) Paula Clear, 14 vs Baylor (h) Kathy Acor, 3 vs SMU (h) 
--· --------------
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1983-84 UNLV Lady Rebel Stat Highs (28 games) 
Player 
Kathy Acor 
Lori Arent 
Charlotte Blair 
Angela Christian 
Paula Clear 
Tara Garlepp 
Kathy LaVern 
Most Points 
3 vs So. Methodist (h) 
9 VS Utah (h) 
12 vs UC-Santa Barbara (h&a) 
21 vs Utah State (a) 
14 vs Baylor (h) 
20 vs Idaho (n) 
19 vs California (h) 
Most Rebounds 
3 vs UC-Santa Barbara (a) 
6 vs Utah (h); La Tech (a); 
SMU (h) 
6 vs UC-Santa Barbara (a) 
12 vs San Jose State (h); 
Colorado (h) 
7 vs Fresno State (a) 
15 vs California (h) 
7 vs Stanford (h); 
San Jose State (h) 
Donya Monroe 21 vs Drake (h) 17 vs UC-Irvine (h) 
Rochelle Oliver 26 vs UC-Irvine (h) 7 vs Brigham Young (h) 
Lynn Sherow 14 vs UC-Santa Barbara (h) 6 vs Northern Arizona (h) 
Jackie Tefft 4 vs SMU (h); UC-Irvine (n) 3 vs Utah State (a); No Ariz (h) 
Misty Thomas 31 vs UC-Irvine (h) 14 vs Georgia State (n) 
Individual Highs 
Points Scored-31 , Misty Thomas vs UC-Irvine (h) 
Field Goals Made-12, Misty Thomas vs UC-Irvine (h) 
Field Goals Attempted-22, Rochelle Oliver vs Louisiana Tech (a) 
Field Goal Percentage-1.000 (9-9), Misty Thomas vs UC-Santa Barbara (a) 
Free Throws Made-8, Misty Thomas vs California (h) 
Free Throws Attempted-10, Rochelle Oliver vs Cal State-Long Beach (n) 
Free Throw Percentage-1.000 (8-8) , Misty Thomas vs California (h) 
Rebounds-17, Donya Monroe vs UC- Irvine (h) 
Assists-14, Misty Thomas vs Utah (h) 
Blocked Shots-5, Misty Thomas vs San Diego (a) 
Steals-?, Misty Thomas vs Georgia State (n); Idaho (n); SMU (h) and Rochelle Oliver vs 
UCSB (h); UCI (h) 
UNLV 
Points Scored 
One Half 
Field Goals Made 
Field Goals Attempted 
Field Goal Percentage 
Free Throws Made 
Free ThrowsAttempted 
Free Throw Percentage 
Rebounds 
Assists 
Blocked Shots 
Steals 
Personal Fouls 
Turnovers 
Opponents 
Points Scored 
One Half 
Field Goals Made 
Field Goals Attempted 
Field Goal Percentage 
Free Throws Made 
Free Throws Attempted 
Free Throw Percentage 
Rebounds 
Assists 
Blocked Shots 
Steals 
Personal Fouls 
Turnovers 
Team Highs and Lows 
Highs Lows 
116 vs Utah State (a) 53 vs UC-Irvine (a) 
64 vs Utah State (a)-1st 18 vs UC-Irvine (a)-1st 
52 vs Utah State (a) 22 vs UC-Irvine (a); CS-Long Beach (n) 
87 vs California (h) 50 vs Colorado (h) 
63% vs USU (a) 37% vs Georgia State (n); 
CS-Long Beach (n) 
19 vs Colorado (h) 4 vs Louisiana Tech (a); Texas (n) 
29 vs Fresno State (a) 6 vs Texas (n) 
89% vs California (h) 33% vs Louisiana Tech (a) 
63 vs Georgia State (n) 25 vs Texas Tech (h) 
27 vs Northern Ariz. (h) 6 vs UC-Santa Barbara (h); Arkansas(h) 
11 vs New Mexico (h) 1 vs Arizona State (h); 
22 vs SMU (h) 
31 vs Brigham Young (a) 
33 vs Texas (n) 
Highs 
100, Louisiana State (a) 
54, Louisiana St. (a)-2nd 
42, Louisiana State (a) 
80, Louisiana State (a) 
63%, Arizona State (h) 
29, Brigham Young (a) 
43, Brigham Young )a) 
89%, Baylor (h) 
48, CS-Long Beach (n) 
22, Louisiana Tech (a) 
11 , UC-Irvine (a) 
18, Texas (n) 
22, Georgia State (n) 
28, UNM (h); SMU (h) 
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Arkansas (h); UC-Irvine (h) 
5 vs Cal St-Long Beach (n) 
8 vs Stanford (h) 
9 vs Arizona State (h) 
Lows 
39, New Mexico (h); UC-Irvine (a) 
13 San Jose State (h)-1st 
15: New Mexico (h); San Diego (a) 
46, Houston (h) ; Texas Tech (h); 
Arkansas (h) 
21%, New Mexico (h) 
2, UC-Santa Barbara (h) 
3, UC-Santa Barbara (h) 
39%, New Mexico (h) 
19, UC-Santa Barbara (a) 
2, UC-Santa Barbara (a) 
0, UH (h); Utah (h); UCSB (a); 
LSU (a); Texas (n) 
1, Utah (h) 
11 , UC-Santa Barbara (h); Texas (n) 
13, Baylor (h); Brigham Young (h); 
CS-Long Beach (n) 
ALL-TIME LADY REBEL RECORDS 
GAME 
Points - 44, Teresa Wil lis vs. Utah St. Univ. 12-1 6-78 
Field Goals - 18, Debra Waddy vs. Ch ico St. 1-2-76 
Field Goals Attempted - 36, Tina Glover vs. Brigham Young 2-27-79 
Free Throws - 14, Belinda Chandler vs. Drake Univ. 1-5-78 
Free Throws Attempted - 24, Teresa Will is vs. Cal-Poly, Porn . 1-13-79 
Assists- 14, Sonia Lykes vs. Cameron Univ. 1-8-81; 
Misty Thomas vs. Utah 1-21'-84 
Rebounds - 26, Kathie Calloway vs. LSU 1-16-81 
SEASON 
Points - 766, Debra Waddy 1975-76 
Field Goals - 332, Debra Waddy 1975-76 
Field Goals Attempted - 642, Debra Waddy 1975-76 
Free Throws- 194, Teresa Will is 1978-79 
Free Throws Attempted - 304 Teresa Will is 1978-79 
Assists - 180, Misty Thomas 1983-84 
Rebounds- 431 , Janice Fuller 1975-76 
Games Played- 31 , Janice Fuller, Donna Wick , Sheila Powell 1975-76 
Personal Fouls - 109, Paula Odonha 1978-79 
CAREER 
Points · 1319, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Field Goals - 516, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Field Goals Attempted - 1017, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Free Throws - 287, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Free Throws Attempted - 458, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Assists- 376, Sonia Lykes 1979-83 
Rebounds- 917, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Games Played - 110, Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
Personal Fouls- Kathie Calloway 1978-82 
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Team Season Records 
Most Games Played . 32 (75-76) 
Most Wms, 27 (75-76) 
Most Losses, 16 (81-82) 
Fewest Wms 8 (74-75) 
Fewest Losses, 2 (77-78) 
Best Win-Loss Percentage, .920 (77-78) (23-2) 
Most Home Wios, 21 (78-79) 
Most Home Losses, 8 (80-81) 
Fewest Home Wins , 6 (74-75) 
Fewest Home Losses, 0 (75-76, 76-77, 77-78, 78-79) 
Best Home Win-Loss Percentage, 1.000 (21-0, 78-79) 
(12-0, 77-78); (14-0, 75-76) : (8-0 , 76-77) 
Most Road Wins , 9 (75-76) 
Most Road Losses, 4 (78-79. 80-81) 
Fewest Road Wins. 2 (74-75, 78-79 , 80-81) 
Fewest Road Losses. 0 (77-78) 
Best Road Win-Loss Percentage, 1.000 (6-0. 77-78) 
Most Wins on Neutral Court. 3 (75-76); (77-78) 
Most Losses on Neutral Court , 5 (75-76) 
Fewest Wins on Neutral Court , 1 (78-79) 78 Best Win-Loss Percentage on Neutral Court .. 600 (3-2 . 77- ) 
Most Points, 2941 (76-77) 
Highest Scoring Average, 94.6 (77-78) 
Most Field Goals Attempted , 2948 (75-76) 
Most Field Goals Made, 1254 (75-76) 
Highest Field Goal Percentage, .529 (973-1841 . 82-83) 
Most Free Throws Attempted , 928 (78-79) 
Most Free Throws Made, 565 (78-79) 
Highest Free Throw Percentage, .711 (369·519· 82-83) 
Most Rebounds, 2237 (75-76) 
Highest Rebound Average, 69.9 (75-76) 
Most Personal Fouls, 674 (78-79) 
Most Times Fouled Out, 47 (81-82) 
Most Assists, 603 (75-76) 
Team Game Records . coli 1-12-76) 
Most Field Goals Attempted, 132 vs. Skagit Valley 1C~;;~· · ( Most Field Goals Made, 56 vs . So. Utah St. Coll.~l;rid~ l~t. (2-21-83) 
Highest Field Goal Percentage, .660, J4 6tT) hv~ma s t. (1 2-9-77) 
Most Free Throws Attempted , 52 vs. (.23 ~ 25) vs Montclair St. (12-8-78) 
Highest Free Throw Percentage, .920 o · 
Most Points, 121 vs. Universi_ty of Colorado (1(tl~6~1-12-76) 
Most Rebounds, 92 vs. Skagit Valley Comm. o . 
Most Assists, 37 vs. University of Colorado (1-9-76) 
Team Career Records, 1974-1984 
Free Throws Attempted, 5960 
Games Played , 259 Free Throws Made, 3820 
Games Won, 190 Free Th row Percentage, .626 
Games Lost, 69 Rebounds, 13,348 
Winning Percentage, .732 Rebounds Average, 51 .7 
Scoring Average, 83.2 Personal Fouls, 5391 
F!eld Goals Attempted, 20,729 Times Fouled Out, 220 
F1eld Goals Made, 8873 Assists, 4127 
Field Goal Percentage . .428 
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ALL-TIME UNLV SCORERS YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS 
NAME 
Kathie Calloway GMS TP AVE 
Debra Waddy 110 1319 11.9 1974-75 1976-77 
Penny Welch 48 1105 23.0 Record: W 8 L 7 (Home 6-4, Away 2-3) Record: W 14 L4 
Rochelle Oliver 54 994 18.4 (Home 8-0, Away 6-4) 
Kathy Ricks 59 989 16.8 UNLV O~f;onent Opp. 
Sonia Lykes 54 975 18.1 
69 A ZONA ST. U. 33 UNLV Opponent Opp. 
97 950 
103 DIXIE JR. COLL. 29 92 IMMACULATA COLL. • 85 
Tina Glover 69 
9.8 54 U.C. Santa Barbara 47 82 DELTA STATE U. ' 76 
Belinda Chandler 952 13.8 72 U.C. RIVERSIDE 37 110 UTAH STATE U. 49 
Teresa Willis 43 941 21.8 71 U. of NEW MEXICO 64 92 U.C. , SANTA BARBARA 38 
Sandra Hamilton 49 926 18.9 
44 U. of RHODE ISLAND 55 71 Kansas State U. 73 
Misty Thomas 58 847 14.6 
74 U. of NEVADA, RENO' 63 108 PEPPERDINE U. 53 
63 Utah State U. 70 89 U. of Utah# 44 
Donya Monroe 59 818 13.8 64 U. of Utah 70 68 Cal State, Fullerton# 70 
Judy Thomas 59 657 11.1 58 Brigham Young U. 55 96 U. OF NEB., LINCOLN 72 
Liz Galloway 79 536 6.8 63 U. of Arizona 96 105 UTAH STATE U. 75 
Rochelle Oliver 47 498 10.6 
33 UCLA 99 116 WEBER STATE COLL. 74 
Janice Fuller 28 485 17.3 
70 LONG BEACH ST. 80 80 Texas Southern U.:j: 64 
57 U. OF SO. CALIFORNIA 87 108 Texas A&M :j: 92 
Diane Tillman 41 480 11.7 70 PALOMAR COLL. 45 91 Louisiana State U. :j: 92 
Sherri Hudlow 37 436 11 .8 'Triple Overtime 81 U. of Texas:j: 87 
Cindy Perkins 41 432 10.5 1975-76 72 U. of New Mexico 
53 
Donna Wick 42 427 10.2 
93 U. of New Mexico 54 
Anita Carter 49 426 8.7 
Record: W 26 L 5 88 Arizona State U. 57 
(Home 14-0, Away 0-1 , Neutral3-5) 'Tournament of Champions 
Janie Fincher 100 409 4.1 #Cougar Classic 
Sheila Powell 25 385 9.2 UNLV Opponent Opp. 
:j:Houston Classic 
Jackie Alford 41 376 9.2 108 NO. ARIZONA U. 
20 1977-78 
44 350 8.0 
102 No. Colorado U. • 48 
UNLV In Post-Season 72 U. of Utah' 
61 Record: W 23 L2 
Coaching Records 104 UTAH STATE U. 55 (Home 14-0, Away 6-0, Neutral 3-2) AIAW Region 8 Tournament 111 WEBER STATE U. 70 
1979-80 Yr. Coach 
103 U. of Hawaii# 49 UNLV Opponents Opp. 
UNLV 77, So. California 78 (OT) 
w L Pet. 83 Chico State# 73 
74-75 Barbara Quinn 8 7 
.533 75 Long Beach State# 83 
94 U. of NEW MEXICO 74 
1978-79 75-76 Dan Ayala 26 5 121 U. of Colorado 
48 96 U. OF NEW MEXICO 78 
~~t~ 87, San Francisco St. 78 76-77 Dan Ayala .844 87 No. Colorado U. 53 103 EASTERN OKLA. ST. 
68 
14 4 .777 119 SKAGIT VALLEY C.C. 26 111 UTAH STATE U. 71 
78, Long Beach St 81 77-78 Dan Ayala 23 2 .920 95 SKAGIT VALLEY C.C. 38 103 U. ofUTAH 70 
UNLV 79, Southern Cal. 93 78-79 Dan Ayala 24 4 
.857 82 U. of So. California 53 89 
TEMPLE JR. COLL. 70 
1977-78 79-80 Dan Ayala 22 8 .733 80 U.C., Los Angeles 
84 95 TEMPLE JR. COLL. 84 
UNLV 86, San Jose St 55 80-81 Sheila Strike 
116 SO. UTAH STATE U. 36 93 CAL ST. FULLERTONt 69 
81-82 Sheila Strike 
12 12 
.500 72 U. of UTAH 65 101 DRAKE U.t 86 
UNLV 87, Cal Poly, Po~ona 83 13 16 .448 82 ARIZONA STATE U. 28 96 WILLIAM PENNt 80 
UNLV 88, UCLA 100 82-83 Sheila Strike 24 4 .857 117 U. of ARIZONA 51 106 
ARIZONA STATE U. 80 
1975-76 
88 U. of Nevada, Reno 51 103 U. of COLORADO 39 
Yr. Coach 84 UTAH STATE U. 
52 113 KANSAS STATE U. 84 
UNLV 85, Chico State 61 w L Pet. 107 B.Y.U. of Hawaii 16 110 Weber State Co .. 
92 
~~t~ 60, Cal State, Fullerton 67 74-75 Barbara Quinn 8 7 .523 96 U. of Hawaii 30 88 Utah State U. 71 75-80 Dan Ayala 109 23 .827 82 U. of SO. CALIFORNIA 53 62 Kansas State U.' 89 77, UCLA 97 80-83 Sheila Strike 99 U. of KANSAS 84 107 Baylor U. ' 82 
NWIT Play-Offs 83-84 Sheila Strike-Bolla 
49 32 
.605 116 U.C., SANTA BARBARA 58 92 U. of Nebraska, Lincoln 74 
1975-76 85 Chico State:j: 61 86 
Cal St. Fullerton 76 
UNLV 87, Indiana St. 75 
& Jim Bolla 24 7 
.774 60 Fullerton State:j: 67 90 BRIGHAM YOUNG U. 73 
77 U.C. , Los Angeles:j: 97 79 Pepperdine U. 66 
UNLV 55, Wayland Baptist 68 87 Indiana Statet 75 86 San Francisco St. 69 
UNLV 81, Belmont 68 55 Wayland Baptistt 68 86 San Jose St.# 
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NCAA Play-Offs 
81 Belmontt 68 87 Cal Poly, Pomona# 83 
• Utah Holiday Classic 88 UCLA# 100 
1983-84 
PCAA Championships 
#Chico State Tournament tTournament of Champions 
UNLV 58, Cal State Long Beach 78 :j:AIAW Regionals 
• Jayhawk Classic 
UNLV 90, UC-Irvine 55 tNWIT Playoffs 
/IAIAW District 8 Tournament 
56 57 
1978-79 69 TENNESSEE TECW 83 60 New Orleans 87 1983-84 
Record: W 24 L4 70 NEW MEXICO' 55 73 SMU 83 Record: W 24 L 7; PCAA W 4 L 0 
(Home 21-0, Away 2-2, Neutral 1-2) 87 Hawaii 69 68 USF 75 
73 Hawaii 64 75 BYU 98 UNLV Opponent Opp 
UNLV Opponents Opp. 66 WYOMING 46 84 Hawaii 78 95 U. of Calif. 63 
104 NEW MEXICO ST. 72 77 Southern Calif. (OT) 78 67 Hawa1i 68 92 • UC-Santa Barbara 50 
106 U OF ARIZONA 63 tNIKE Tournament of Champions 68 Pepperd1ne 70 72 Baylor Univ. 66 67 96 CAL ST. NORTHRIDGE 61 #Las Vegas Round Robm Tourn . 55 Wyoming 80 Stanford U mv. 55 
107 ARIZONA ST. 72 • Desert Classic 1982-83 78 Univ of Houston 57 81 MONTCLAIR ST • 75 AIAW Region 8 Tournament 65 San Jose St. Univ. 47 
77 MARYLAND" 70 1980-81 Record : W 23 L4 86 Drake Univ. 
66 
119 UTAH ST 95 59 TEXAS TECH UNIV 63 90 SAN FRANCISCO ST. 52 Record: W 12 L 12 UNLV Opponent Opp. 79 + Univ. of New Mex1co 39 
87 TEXAS A&M 65 77 FRESNO STATE UNIV. 60 70 +ARIZONA ST UNIV 72 
98 TEXAS A&M 63 UNLV Opponents Opp. 96 at U. of Nevada, Reno 55 68 + Univ. of Arkansas 62 80 NW MISSOURI ST.# 40 92 Eastern Wash. Univ. 81 66 at Cal Stale-Fullerton 75 67 Un1v. of Colorado 41 
88 NO OKLAHOMA# 65 89 Univ of San D1ego 59 62 at Cal Poly-Pomona 76 94 • UC-Santa Barbara 52 
93 TEMPLE COLL.# 87 85 Univ. of Oklahoma 96 87 U. S. INTERNATIONAL UNIV. 43 67 Fresno State Umv 58 
93 UNIV. of UTAH 85 61 San Diego State Umv. 70 96 IDAHO STATE UNIV. 61 77 Brigham Young Univ. 72 
91 U of NEW MEXICO 76 San Francisco St Univ. • 70 86 TEXAS A&M UNIV. 62 90 Univ. of Utah 64 81 94 CAL POLY. POMONA 82 98 Cameron Umv • 82 62 at Arizona State Univ. 83 71 LOUISIANA ST. UNIV. 100 98 BRIGHAM YOUNG U. 90 92 Univ. of New Orleans" 88 69 at Stanford U niv . 68 60 LOUISIANA ST. UNIV. 90 78 SAN DIEGO ST. 58 68 Univ of Utah 78 70 at UC-Berkeley 61 76 #' UC-Irvine 45 87 CAL ST. FULLERTON 79 97 Utah State Umv 90 87 UNIV. OF HAWAII 69 82 #George Wash . Univ 58 
107 PEPPERDINE (OT) 97 85 Brigham Young Univ. 98 104 "WEST TEXAS ST. UNIV. 64 84 BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV. 89 
77 Un1v. of New Mexico 69 108 Louisiana St. Umv. (20T) 110 88 'NEW MEXICO ST. UNIV. 54 116 Utah State Univ. 68 
80 Cal State-Fullerton 72 69 Univ. of Hawaii 52 93 'WASHINGTON ST. UNIV. 65 73 U mv. of San D1ego 52 
81 Umv of Utah 78 So. Methodist Univ. 61 CAMERON UNIV. 56 53 ·uc-lrvine 39 95 85 94 BRIGHAM YOUNG U. (OT) 103 59 San Diego St. Univ. 78 OKLAHOMA BAPTIST UNIV. 58 70 oGeorgia State Univ. 57 72 96 KANSAS 81 79 Univ. of San Diego 66 at Creighton Univ. (OT) 72 81 ouniv. of Idaho 63 
San Francisco ~ t 77 82 86 78 73 Louisiana Tech. Un1v. 97 94 at u . of Nebraska, Lincoln 86 60 ouNIV . OF TEXAS 78 Long Beach St. t 81 75 Univ. of New Mexico# 59 at Univ. of Nebraska, Omaha 56 96 No. Arizona Univ 49 69 79 Southern Cal. t 85 U.C. Berkele'(/ 58 LOUISIANA TECH UNIV. 79 84 so Methodist Univ. 49 93 95 
• NIKE Tournament of Champions 83 Cal Poly, SL 85 77 #UNIV. OF SAN DIEGO 59 90 • ·uc-lrvine 55 
#Las Vegas Round Robin Tourn. 45 Cal-State, Long Beach 83 93 #UNIV. of MISSISSIPPI 86 58 &CAL ST.-LONG BEACH 
78 
tWAIAW Reg1on 8 Basketball 68 Univ. of San Francisco 69 91 at Northern Arizona Univ 63 'PCAA Game Championships 60 New Mexico State Univ. 57 99 UTAH ST. UNIV. 77 +Budweiser Round Robm Tourn. 
1979-80 83 Northern Arizona, Univ. 59 86 FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV. 75 
oNorthern Lights Invitational 
85 Cal-State, Long Beach 97 89 SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIV. 45 • • PCAA Championship Game 
Record: W 22 L 8 "UNLV Round Robin Tourn . 102 NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIV. 40 &NCAA West Reg1onal Game 
(Home 15-3, Away 7-4, Neutral 0-1) #UNLV Desert Classic 91 OKLAHOMA CITY UNIV. . 62 (1st round) 
1981-82 
·Las vegas Budweiser ClassiC 
UNLV Oponents Opp. lt-7UP Desert Classic 73 New Mexico State 58 Record: W 13 l16 HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS 71 Oklahoma 51 90 SAN DIEGO STATE 67 UNLV Opponent Opp. 77 HOUSTON 56 87 Western St. 56 106 CAL ST., FULLERTON 79 73 Cal-Poly, Pomona 54 89 UTAH 57 76 U. San Diego 60 72 New Mexico 83 61 Pacific Christian 51 102 CALIFORNIA 79 71 New Mexico 81 61 LOUISIANA TECHt 73 78 New Mexico 80 64 TENNESSEEt 84 77 Cal-Irvine 54 97 OAKLAND UNIV.# 79 67 Arizona St. 82 86 UTAH STATE UNIV.# 64 80 San Jose St. 71 110 BAYLOR UNIV.# 64 72 Nebraska 64 83 SEATILE UNIV.II 63 80 Arizona 56 97 HAWAII 61 90 Simon-Fraz1er 44 101 HAWAII 69 76 New Orleans 74 93 Cahfornta 88 61 Cal-Berkeley 66 53 Univ. of San Francisco 58 84 Cameron 71 87 TEXAS-EL PASO 56 71 LSU 91 80 DELTA STATE 69 76 U San D1ego 58 67 San Otego St. 75 60 UCLA 84 82 Cal State. Fullerton 68 57 Oregon State 95 63 lOUISiana Tech 74 76 Delta State 97 85 New Orleans 49 55 LSU 85 
58 59 
LADY REBEL ALL-TIME SERIES HISTORY LONG BEACH STATE 1981-82- 78-80 RHODE ISLAND, UNIV. OF 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV. 
LBS leads series, 6-0 1982-83 - 88-54 AI leads series, 1-0 
UNLV leads series 5-2 CAL-POLY, SAN LUIS FLORIDA INTNL. UNIV 
1974-75- 70-80 1974-75- 44-55 
1974-75- 69-33 ' OBISPO 
1975-76- 75-83 NEW ORLEANS, UNIV. OF 
1975-76- 82-28 Cal Poly leads series, o.1 
UNLV leads series, 1-0· 1978-79- 78-81 UNLV leads series, 3-1 SAN DIEGO, UNIV. OF 
1976-77- 106-80 1980-81 - 83-85 
1982-83- 86-75 1980-81 - 45-83 1979-80 - 85-49 UNLV leads series. 6-0 
1978-79- 107-72 FRESNO STATE UNIV. 
1980-81 - 85-97 1980-81 - 92-88 1980-81 - 89-59 
1980-81 - 67-82 CAL STATE, FULLERTON 
1983-84- 58-78 1981-82- 76-74 1980-81 - 79-66 
1982-83 - 62-83 UNLV leads series 6-3 UNLV leads series, 2-0 
1981 -82- 60-87 1981-82- 76-70 
1983-84 - 70-72 1975-76- 60-67 . 
1982-83- 77-60 LOUISIANA STATE UNIV. 1981-82- 76-58 
1976-77- 68-70 1983-84- 67-58 LSU leads series, 5-0 NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIV. 1982-83 - 77-59 
ARIZONA, UNIV. OF 1977-78 - 93-69 GEORGE WASHINGTON 
1976-77- 91-92 UNLV leads series, 5-0 1983-84 - 73-52 
UNLV leads series, 3-1 1977-78- 86-76 
1980-81 - 108-110 (20D 1975-76 - 1 08-20 
1974-75- 63-96 1978-79- 87-79 
UNIV. 1981-82- 71 -91 1980-81 - 83-59 SAN DIEGO STATE UNIV. 
1975-76- 117-51 1978-79- 80-72 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 1981-82- 55-85 1982-83- 91-63 SDSU leads series, 3-2 
1978-79- 106-63 1979-80- 106-79 1983-84- 82-58 
1983-84- 71-100 1982-83 - 1 02-40 1978-79 - 78-58 
1980-81 - 80-56 1979-80- 82-68 
1983-84 - 96-49 1979-80 - 90-67 
1982-83- 66-75 GEORGIA STATE UNIV. LOUISIANA TECH 1979-80- 67-75 
ARKANSAS, UNIV. OF UNLV leads series, 1-0 
Tech leads series, 5-0 NORTHERN COLORADO 1980-81 - 61 -70 
UNLV leads series 1-Q CAL STATE, NORTHRIDGE 1983-84- 70-57 
1979-80- 61-73 UN IV. 1980-81 - 59-79 
1983-84 - 68-62 ' UNLV leads series, 1.0 HAWAII, UNIV. OF 
1979-80 - 63-74 UNL V leads series, 2-0 
1978-79- 96-61 1980-81 - 73-97 1975-76- 102-48 SAN FRANCISCO, UNIV. OF 
BAYLOR UNIV. CAMERON UNIV. 
UNLV leads series, 10-o 1982-83- 58-79 1975-76 - 87-53 USF leads series, 3-Q 
UNLV leads series 3-0 
1975-76- 103-49 1983-84 - 60-90 1979-80 - 53-58 
1977-78 - 107-82 ' UNLV leads series, 3_0 1975-76- 96-30 
NORTHERN OKLAHOMA 1980-81 - 76-57 
1979-80 - 11 0-64 1980-81 - 98-82 1979-80- 97-61 MARYLAND, UNIV. OF 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 1981-82- 68-75 
1983-84 - 72-66 1981-82- 84-71 1979-80- 101-59 UNLV leads series, 1-C 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1982-83 - 85-36 1979-80- 87-69 1978-79- 77-70 1978-79- 88-65 SAN FRANCISCO STATE 
BELMONT 1979-80 - 73-64 
UNLV leads series, 4-0 
UNLV leads series 111- · CHICO STATE 1980-81 - 69-52 
MISSISSIPPI , UNIV. OF NORTHWEST MISSOURI 1977-78- 86-69 
1975-76- 81-68 ' UNLV leads series 2-0 
1981-82- 84-78 UNLV leads series, 1-0 STATE 1978-79- 90-52 
1975-76- 83-73 ' 1981-82- 68-67 1982-83 - 93-86 UNLV leads series, 1-0 1978-79- 86-78 
~RI_GHAM YOUNG UNIV 1975-76- 85-61 1982-83- 87-69 1978-79- 80-50 1980-81 - 76-57 
enes lied 4-4 · NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
1974-75 -58-55 COLORADO, UNIV. OF HOUSTON, UNIV. OF UNIV. OF 
OAKLAND UNIV. SAN JOSE STATE 
1977-78- 90-73 UNLV leads series, 3-0 UNLV leads series, 1-1 UNLV leads series, 4-0 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 UNLV leads series, 3-0 
1978-79- 98-90 1975-76- 121-48 1979-80- 77-56 1976-77- 96-72 
1979-80 - 97-79 1977-78- 86-55 
1978-79- 94-103 OT 1977-78- 103-39 1983-84 - 78-57 1977-78- 92-74 
1981-82- 80-71 
1980-81 - 85-98 1983-84- 67-41 IDAHO STATE UNIV. 
1981-82- 72-64 OKLAHOMA, UNIV. OF 1983-84 - 65-47 
1981-82- 75-89 1982-83 - 94-86 Series tied 1-1 
1983-84- 77-72 CREIGHTON, UNIV. OF UNLV leads series, 1-0 1979-80- 71-51 
SEATILE, UNIV. OF 
1983-84 - 84-89 UNLV leads series 1 o 1982-83- 96-61 NEBRASKA-OMAHA. 1980-81 - 85-96 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1982-83 _ n-72 (on UNIV. OF 1979-80 - 83-63 
BYU OF HAWAII IDAHO, UNIV. OF UNLV leads series, 1-Q OKLAHOMA CITY UNIV. 
UNLV leads series 1-Q DELTA STATE UNIV. UNLV leads series, 1-0 1982-83 - 59-56 UNLV leads series, 1-0 SIMON FRAZIER UNIV. 
1975-76- 107-16 . UNLV leads series 2-1 1983-84- 81 -63 
1982-83- 91 -62 UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1976-77- 82-76 . NEVADA-RENO, UNIV. OF 1981 -82 - 90-44 
CALIFORNIA, UNIV. OF 1979-80 - 80-69 IMMACULATA COLLEGE UNLV leads series, 3-0 
OKLAHOMA BAPTIST UNIV. 
UNLV leads series 2 1 1981-82- 76-97 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 1974-75- 74-63 (30D UNLV leads series, 1-0 SKAGIT VALLEY COMMUN-
1979-80- 102-79 ' -
DIXIE JUNIOR COLLEGE 
1976-77- 92-85 1975-76- 88-51 1982-83 - 72-58 ITY COLLEGE 
1979-80 - 93-88 INDIANA STATE UNIV. 
1982-83 - 96-55 UNLV leads series, 2-0 
1980-81 - 85-95 UNLV leads series 1-o OREGON STATE 
1975-76- 119-26 
1983-84 - 95-63 1974-75- 103-29 ' UNLV leads series, 1-0 NEW MEXICO, UNIV. OF OSU leads series 1-0 1975-76- 95-38 1975-76- 87-75 UNLV leads series, 10-2 1981-82- 57-95 
CAL-IRVINE DRAKE UNIV 1974-75- 71-64 
SOUTHERN CALIF. UNIV. 
UNLV leads series 4-0 UNLV leads s~ries 2-o KANSAS STATE UNIV. 1976-77- 72-53 PACIFIC CHRISTIAN USC leads series, 3-2 
1981-82- 77-54 1977-78- 101-86 ' KSU leads series 2-1 1976-77- 93-54 UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1974-75 - 57-87 
1983-84 - 76-45 1983-84 - 86-66 1976-77- 71 -73 ' 1977-78 - 94-74 1981 -82- 61-51 
1975-76- 82-53 
1983-84 - 53-39 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA 
1977-78- 113-84 1977-78- 96-78 1975-76- 82-53 
1983-84 - 90-55 1977-78- 62-89 1978-79 - 91-81 PALOMAR COLLEGE 
1978-79- 79-93 
STATE 1978-79 - 77-69 UNLV leads series, 1-0 1979-80- 77-78 OT 
CAL POLY, POMONA UNLV leads series 1-Q KANSAS, UNIV. OF 1979-80 - 72-83 1974-75- 70-45 
UNLV leads senes 3 1 1977-78- 103-68 ' UNLV leads series, 2-0 
1979-80 - 70-55 SOUTHERN METHODIST 
1977-78- 87-83 ' - 1975-76- 99-84 1980-81 - 75-69 PEPPERDINE UNIV. 
UN IV. 
1978-79- 94-82 EASTERN WASHINGTON 1978-79 - 96-81 1981-82- 71-81 UNLV leads series, 3-1 
UNLV leads series, 3-1 
1981-82 - 73-54 UNIV. 1983-84 - 79-39 1976-77- 108-53 
1980-81 - 78-61 
1981-82 - 62-76 UNLV leads series 1-Q 1977-78 - 79-66 
1981-82- 73-83 
1980-81 - 92-81 ' NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV. 1978-79- 107-97 OT 1982-83 - 89-45 
UNLV leads series, 4-1 1981-82- 68-70 1983-84 - 84-61 
1978-79- 104-72 
1979-80 - 73-58 
1980-81 - 80-57 
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SERIES HISTORY 
(Continued) 
SOUTHERN UTAH STATE 
UNLV leads series. 1-0 
1975-76- 116-36 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNLV leads senes, 1-0 
1982-83 - 69-68 
1983-84 - 80-55 
TEMPLE JUNIOR COLLEGE 
UNLV leads series, 3-0 
1976-77 - 89-70 
1976-77 - 95-84 
1978-79 - 93-87 
TENNESSEE, UNIV. OF 
UT leads series, 1-0 
1979-80 - 64-84 
TENNESSEE TECH 
n leads series, 2-0 
1979-80 - 69-83 
1983-84 - 59-63 
TEXAS, UNIV. OF 
Texas leads senes, 2-0 
1976-77 - 81-87 
1983-84 - 60-82 
TEXAS A & M UNIV. 
UNLV leads senes, 4-0 
1976-77 - 108-92 
1978-79 - 87-65 
1978-79 - 98-63 
1982-83 - 86-62 
TEXAS-EL PASO, UNIV. OF 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1979-80 - 87-56 
TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV. 
UNL V leads series, 1-0 
1976-77 - 80-64 
UCLA 
UCLA leads series, 5-0 
1974-75 - 33-99 
1975-76 - 80-84 
1975-76- 77-97 
1977-78- 88-100 
1981 -82 - 60-84 
U.C. RIVERSIDE 
UNLV leads series. 1-0 
1974-75 - 72-37 
U.C. SANTA BARBARA 
UNL V leads series, 5-0 
1974-75 - 54-47 
1975-76 - 116-58 
1976-77 - 92-38 
1983-84 - 92-50 
1983-84 - 94-52 
U.S. INTERNATIONAL UNIV. 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1982-83 - 87-43 
UTAH, UNIV. OF 
UNLV leads series, 7-3 
1974-75- 64-70 
1975-76 - 72-61 
1975-76- 72-65 
1976-77 - 89-44 
1976-77- 103-70 
1978-79 - 93-85 
1978-79- 81 -95 
1979-80- 89-57 
1980-81 - 68-78 
1983-84 - 90-64 
UTAH STATE UNIV. 
UNLV leads series, 11 -1 
1974-75- 63-70 
1975-76 - 104-55 
100 PLUS CLUB 
1975-76 - 84-52 
1976-77 - 110-49 
1976-77 - 105-75 
1977-78 - 111 -71 
1977-78 - 88-71 
1978-79- 119-95 
1979-80 - 86-64 
1980-81 - 97-90 
1982-83 - 99-77 
1983-84 - 116-68 
WASHINGTON STATE UNIV. 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1982-83 - 93-65 
WAYLAND BAPTIST 
WB leads series, 1-0 
1975-76 - 55-68 
WEBER STATE COLLEGE 
UNLV leads series, 3-0 
1975-76 - 111 -70 
1976-77- 116-74 
1977-78 - 110-92 
WESTERN STATE 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1981 -82- 87-56 
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV. 
UNLV leads series, 1-0 
1982-83 - 104-64 
WILLIAM PENN COLLEGE 
UNLV leads series. 1-0 
1977-78 - 98-80 
WYOMING, UNIV. OF 
Series tied, 1-1 
1979-80 - 66-46 
1981-82- 55-67 
UNLV 121 , Umv of Colorado 48 (1975-76) 
UNLV 119, Utah State Univ. 95 (1978-79) 
UNLV 119. Skagit Valley CC 26 (1975-76) 
UNLV 117, Umv. of Arizona 51 (1975-76) 
UNLV 116, So. Utah State Col. 36 (1975-76) 
UNLV 116, Weber State Col. 74 (1976-77) 
UNLV 116. UC-Santa Barbara 58 (1975-76) 
UNLV 113, Kansas State Umv. 84 (1977-78) 
UNLV 111 , Utah State Univ. 71 (1977-78) 
UNLV 111 . Weber State Col. 70 (1975-76) 
UNLV 110, Baylor Univ. 64 (1979-80) 
UNLV 110, Weber State Col . 92 (1977-78) 
UNLV 110, Utah State Umv. 49 (1976-77) 
UNLV 108, Louis1ana St. U. (2ot) 110 (1980..81) 
UNLV 108, Texas A & M 92 (1976-77) 
UNLV 107, BYU of Hawaii 16 (1975-76) 
UNLV 106. Cal State, Fullerton 79 (1979-80) 
UNLV 106, Univ. of Arizona 63 (1978-79) 
UNLV 106, Arizona State Univ. 80 (1977-78) 
UNLV 105, Utah State Univ. 75 (1976-77) 
UNLV 104, New Mexico State 72 (1978-79) 
UNLV 104, Utah State Univ. 55 (1976-77) 
UNLV 104, West Texas St. U. , 64 (1982-83) 
UNLV 103, Dixie Junior College 29 (1974-75) 
UNLV 103, Univ. of Hawaii 49 (1975-76) 
UNLV 103, Eastern Okla. State 68 (1977-78) 
UNLV 103, Univ. of Utah 70 (1977-78) 
UNLV 103, Univ. of Colorado 39 (1977-78) 
UNLV 102, UC-Berkeley 79 (1979-80) 
UNLV 108, Pepperd1ne Univ 53 (1976-77) 
UNLV 108, No. Anzona Un1v. 20 (1975-76) 
UNLV 107, Pepperdme Univ. 97 (ot) (1978-79) 
UNLV 107, Anzona St UniV. 72 (1978-79) 
UNLV 107, Baylor Umv. 82 (1977-78) 
UNLV 102, No. Colorado Univ. 48 (1975-76) 
UNLV 102. Northern Arizona 40 (1982-83) 
UNLV 101 , Drake Umv. 86 (1977-78) 
UNLV 101, Univ. of Hawaii 59 (1979-80) 
UNLV 116, Utah State Univ 68 (1983-84) 
Only UCLA (100-BB. 1977-78) and Brigham Young (103-94 OT. 1978-79) have scored 100 points against UNLV. 
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ALL TIME LADY REBEL LETTER WINNERS 
Kathy Acor , 81-82, 82-83, 83-84 
Jill Adamson , 74-75, 75-76 
Toni Affeldti , 74-75 
Yatska Aldarondo, 78-79 
Jackie Alford , 74-75 , 75-76 
Lori Arent , 82-83, 83-84 
Charlotte Blair, 83-84 
Rosi Bratcher, 75-76 
Renee Brown, 74-75 , 75-76 
Kathie Calloway, 
78-79' 79-80 ' 80-81 ' 81 -82 
Clara Campsey, 75-76 
Belinda Candler, 76-77, 77-78 
Anita Carter. 76-77 , 77-78 · 79-80 
Angela Christian , 83-84 
Paula Clear, 81-82, 82-83, 83-84 
Gail Driscoll , 80-81 
Sandra Elliott , 81-82 
Kelly Ethier, 77-78 
Janie Fincher, 77-78 
Diane Fuller, 75-76, 77-78 
Janice Fuller, 75-76, 76-77 
Tara Garlepp, 82-83, 83-84 
Liz Galloway, 75-76, 76-77 
Lyn Gehrke, 75-76 
Tina Glover, 78-79, 79-80, 80-81 
Gina Gonzales, 74-75 
Connie Gooch , 75-76 
Stacy Green, 82-83 
Sandra Hamilton , 78-79, 79-80 
Priscilla Hobbs, 80-81 
Sherri Hudlow, 76-77, 77-78 
Waynette James, 74-75 
Sheri Jennum, 81 -82 
Valerie Juick, 81-82, 82-83 
Jean Kinn, 79-80 
Kathy LaVern , 83-84 
Kay Lemay, 74-75 
Sonia Lykes, 
79-80, 80-81 , 81-82, 82-83 
An ita Lyons , 79-80 
Tona Lytle, 74-75 , 75-76 
Sonia Modrano, 74-75 
Emma Jean Major, 74-75 , 75-76 
Liz Mello, 78-79, 80-81,81-82 
Patti Montgomery, 75-76 
Donya Monroe, 82-83, 83-84 
Marcy Nino, 81 -82 
Paula Odnoha, 78-79 
Rochelle Oliver, 82-83, 83-84 
Pam Parham, 76-77 
Rhonda Penquite, 76-77 
Cindy Perkins , 76-77, 77-78 
Ida Perkins, 78-79, 79-80 
Cindi Powell , 79-80, 80-81 
Sheila Powell , 75-76, 76-77 
Shelly Purdy, 78-79 
Beverly Rambicure, 75-76 
Kelli Reed, 78-79 
Kathy Ricks, 79-80, 80-81 
Debbie Rohlman , 80-81 
Lynn Sherow, 83-84 
Chris Skinner, 77-78 
Denese Skinner, 79-80 
Jackie Tefft, 82-83, 83-84 81 -82 
Judy Thomas, 79-80, 80-81 , 
Misty Thomas, 82-83, 83-84 
Diane Tillman, 76-77, 77-78 
Linda Tollefson , 74-75 
Debra Waddy-Rossow, 75-76, 76-77 
Mildred Walker, 77-78 
Jennifer Webb , 81-82, 82-83 
Cathy Welch, 78-79, 79-8~ 
Penny Welsh, 81 -82, 82-8 
Donna Wick, 75-76, 76-77 
Teresa Willis, 78-79, 79-80 
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THOMAS AND MACK CENTER RECORDS 
PLAYER 
Adrian Dantley 
Rickey Green 
Adrian Dantley 
Adrian Dantley 
Rochelle Oliver 
PLAYER 
Jack Sikma 
Mark Eaton 
Donya Monroe 
James Donaldson 
Tara Garlepp 
Richie Adams 
MOST POINTS 
46, Jazz vs Houston, 1-4-84 
45, Jazz vs Denver, 4-10-84 
40, Jazz vs San Diego, 2-7-84 
39, Jazz vs Portland, 3-13-84 
38, UNLV Lady Rebels vs California Sun, 11-21-83 
MOST REBOUNDS 
18, Seattle vs Jazz, 1-31-84 
18, Jazz vs San Diego, 2-7-84 
17, UNLV Lady Rebels vs UC-Irvine, 2-3-84 
16, San Diego vs Jazz, 2-7-84 
15, UNLV Lady Rebels vs California, 11-26-83 
15, UNLV Runnin' Rebels vs UC-Irvine, 1-9-84 
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS 
Field Goals Made - 16, Adrian Dantley vs San Diego, 2-7-84; Rickey Green vs 
Denver, 4-10-84 
Field Goals Attempted - 28, Mike Mitchell , San Antonio vs Jazz, 12-9-83 
Field Goal Percentage- .789 (15-19) , Rochelle Oliver, UNLV Lady Rebels vs 
Cal Sun, 11-1-83 
Free Throws Made - 28, Adrian Dantley vs Houston, 1-4-84 
Free Throws Attempted - 29, Adrian Dantley vs Houston, 1-4-84 
Free Throw Percentage - .965, Adrian Dantley vs Houston, 1-4-84 
Assists- 18, Danny Tarkanian, UNLV Runnin' Rebels vs West Virginia, 12-10-83 
Blocked Shots - 6, Mark Eaton, Jazz vs San Diego, 2-7-84 
Steals- 7, Danny Tarkanian , UNLV vs New Mexico State, 1-7-84 
7, Rochelle Oliver, UNLV vs UC-Santa Barbara, 11-30-83 
Turnovers - 10, Danene Sherwood (New Mexico) vs UNLV Lady Rebels, 1-5-84 
TOP 5 SCORES (COMBINED) 
1 - (255)- Utah Jazz 135, Denver Nuggets 120- (4-10-84) 
2 - (245) - Chicago Bulls 128, Utah Jazz 117 - (11-23-83) 
3- (244) - Los Angeles Lakers 129, Utah Jazz 115 - (4-5-84) 
4 - (243) - San Antonio Spurs 126, Utah Jazz 117 - (12-9-83) 
5 - (243) - Utah Jazz 124, Portland Trail Blazers 119 - (3-13-84) 
TOP 5 CROWDS 
1 - 18,500- Georgetown Hoyas vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, Georgetown 69 UNLV 67 (OT) (12-30-83) 
2- 18,500- Fresno State Bulldogs vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, UNLV 64 Fresno State 62 (1·21-84) 
3 - 18,359 - Los Angeles Lakers vs Utah Jazz, Lakers 129 Jazz 115 (4-5-84) 
4 - 17,400 • Fullerton State Titans vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, UNLV 74 Titans 62 (OT) (2-23-84) 
5 - 17,200 - lJteh State Aggies vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, UNLV 97 Utah State 75 (2-9-84) 
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORM TION 
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UNLV President 
Dr. Robert C. Maxson 
Dr: Robert C. Maxson was named the fifth 
prestden~ of the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas thts past summer. He was previously 
the sentor vtce president for academic affairs 
of th_e Untve_rs_ity of_ Houston System (1981_84). 
Hts admmtstrattve experience began in 
1~5?'-68, when he served as teacher and ad-
mmtstrator for Palm Beach County School 
Dtst_nct. From !968-70 he served as a research 
asststant at Mtssissippi State University while 
complettng his doctorate. 
Maxson's other credentials include: Faculty 
~~~~fr~f~~~ol o! Education, Auburn ~niversity at Montgomery (1970-?3); Dean 
lege of Learninatto~ndAuHburn Untverstty at Montgomery (1973-77); Dean, Col: 
(1977-78); Chanc~llor Univ~~~~ c?t~velofm~t , Appalachtan State University 
Interim President Universt'ty of H outs ons letona Campus (1978-79, 1980-81)• 
M 
. • ous on ystem (1979-80) ' 
axson recetved his bachelor's d · . · t~e University of Arkansas at Monticell~1~e1~~~ ed~~~tt~n and psychol?gy from !tonal Administration from Florida Atl r u . an . I~ asters degree In Educa-
in Educational Leadershi f . a_n ~~ ~tverstty ~~ 1967, and his Doctorate 
and his wife, Sylvia, hav~ t~~mc~11J~~~~~~~~t{;~) ~g~v~~y(~~) -1970. Maxson 
UNLV Athletic Director 
DR. BRAD ROTHERMEL 
For the 1983-84 academic year, the University of Nevada 
;as Vegas has had each of its fourteen intercollegiat~ 
ports, With_ only two exceptions, represented in post-
~~ason , nattonal competition . In addition , exactly half of 
. ose sports were ranked nationally in the top 20 at one 
:'me or a_nother. Much of the credit for this outstanding in-
ercolleglate record goes to UNLV's Director of Inter-
collegiate Athletics, Dr. Brad Rothermel. 
0
. Rothermel, now entering his fifth year as UNLV's Athletic 
~~ecto~, h~s bUill UNLV athletics to the point where the 
undlvers,~y IS now very competitive at both the conference 
an national levels. 
function of the intercollegiate at~~~~ermel 's ph~losophy while at UNLV has been that the v ironm~nt in which those student-at~l~~~g~~: IS to provide for student-athletes an en-
tracurncular educationally related athl r a?~e to pursue excellence tn selected ex-
p_rograms is to win within the structuree ~~ t~~~~~les. Furthermore, his objective for the 
vided . The achievement of this goal . d les and the budgetary framework pro 
· . 1s emonstrated b f 1 . -nat tonal championship caliber competition i II .. Y success u ly competmg against 
of Intercollegiate Athlet ics. n a achvlhes sponsored by the Department 
Prior to his appointment at UNLV in 1981 he . . 
Manager for the Department of lntercolle . ' w~s Associate Director and Business 
1974 to 1976 he was employed as Assistanf~i~~~:et,cs at West V1rginia University. From 
ment of Intercollegiate Athletics at Kansas State ~n? Bu~mess Manager for the Depart-R~thermel received his Ph.D. in 1965 and a M mversltY: 
Applied Human Life Sciences at the Universi of IIi~- ?egree In 1~61 from the College of 
hts B.S. from Northern Illinois University inty1960 ots, Champaign-Urbana. He received 
Rothermel and his wife, Suzanne a ki d . . 
have two daughters; Beth , 15, and ' Chri~ti~~~~~~n teacher In the Clark County District, 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas, one 
of the fastest growing institutions of higher 
education in the southwest, is a component 
of the University of Nevada system, which is 
governed by the nine-member Nevada Board 
of Regents. 
UNLV recently celebrated its 25th ann iver-
sary. The extensive academic programs pro-
vided on UNLV's large, beautiful campus prove 
the explosive growth of higher education since 
its birth in southern Nevada. 
After several years of providing extension 
courses in southern Nevada staffed by facul-
ty from the University of Nevada in Reno, the 
state legislature officially established the 
Southern Regional Division of the university 
in 1957. That same year the first building on 
campus-Maude Frazier Hall-was opened. 
By the mid-1960s, the university had 
become a four-year degree-granting institution 
known as Nevada Southern University. Full 
autonomy, with status equal to UNR, came in 
1968. The following year the regents gave the 
campus its new name: University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas (UNLV). 
The 335-acre campus is located two miles 
from the Las Vegas Strip in the heart of a busy 
commercial and residential area. On-campus 
facilit ies serve over 11 ,000 graduate and 
undergraduate students as well as provide a 
center for cultural and extended educational 
experiences for the community. 
Points of interest on the campus include the 
following: 
Museum of Natural History-With special-
ized exhibits to illustrate the story of man in 
this region , the museum is open from 8:30 
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 739-3399. 
Atrium and Aviary- This lush garden and 
bird sanctuary is located in the lobby of Juanita 
Greer White Hall. The building is open from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 739-3399. 
Art Gallery-Exhibits by students, faculty 
and nationally renowned artists are changed 
every 2-3 weeks in the gallery, which is located 
in the northwest corner of the Alta Ham Fine 
Arts Building (HFA-153). Hours are noon to 4 
p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
McDermott Physical Education Center-
This large, well equipped facility is open to the 
public. Hours vary. Phone number: 
739-3150/3157. 
Center for the Performing Arts-At the 
northern end of the campus mall area are two 
auditoriums: Artemus W. Ham Concert Hall, 
which is the scene of regularly scheduled con-
certs (739-3801); and Judy Bayley Theatre, 
where plays are staged throughout the year 
(739-3801). Otl the plaza between them is The 
Flashlight, a 38-foot-tall, 74,000-pound steel 
sculpture by internationally known artist Claus 
Oldenburg. 
During the past three years, UNLV has em-
barked on an ambitious $60 million construc-
tion program which has resulted in four new 
buildings on campus - three of them the 
direct result of local philanthrophy. 
Ground was broken in 1981 for the Thomas 
and Mack Center, an 18,500-seat sports 
pavilion, and it opened in November 1983 to 
become the new home of the Runnin' Rebel 
basketball team . The university expects to 
book a wide variety of events into this spac1ous 
facili ty, named for longtime university donors 
E. Parry Thomas and Jerome Mack. 
Construction also was completed m 1983 on 
an $11.7 million building to house both the Col-
lege of Bus1ness and Economics and the Col-
lege of Hotel Administration - Frank and 
Estella Beam Hall (named for the parents of 
donor Thomas T. Beam). In addition to many 
specialized facilities to meet the needs of both 
colleges, the structure features a semi-covered 
outdoor patio. 
A generous gift from local attorney Artemus 
W. Ham, Jr., provided the seed money for the 
recently opened Alta Ham Fine Arts Building. 
Named for Ham's late mother, the $5 million 
facility houses the theatre arts, music, art and 
dance programs. It also contains an innovative 
Black Box Theatre for smaller-scale theatre 
productions as well as the campus' Fine Arts 
Gallery. 
Finally a $7 million, four-story addition to the 
James R. Dickinson Library opened in Fall 
1981 , providing special facilities and more 
room for the expanded library holdings re-
quired by a growing student population . 
A distinguished faculty of more than 400 
men and women are actively involved in 
teaching , research and community service. 
Faculty members, 77% with doctorates, have 
come to UNLV from many of the great learn-
ing centers of the country - M.t:r., Yale, Har-
vard , Berkeley, Stanford . 
Bachelors degrees are awarded in 46 ma-
jor subjects, and there are 26 programs which 
lead to master's degrees. Specialist degrees 
and doctorates are offered in the field of educa-
t ion . All programs have been fully accredited 
by the Northwest Association of Schools and 
Colleges. 
UNLV operates on the semester system with 
a Mini Term offered between the fall and spring 
semesters. During the summer there are two 
five-week summer sessions. This arrangement 
of course offerings provides students with a 
wide range of scheduling possibilities. 
The Las Vegas community is served directly 
by an ambitious continuing education program 
at UNLV. Approximately 16,000 local residents 
take part annually in more than 500 credit and 
non-credit courses. These " Classes for Peo-
ple" are designed with a wide range of poten-
tial students in mind: nurses, teachers and 
other professionals who need courses to stay 
current in their fields ; housewives who want 
to develop new skills; business people; 
children ; and anyone interested in the 
Southern Nevada environment. 
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LAS VEGAS, THE CITY 
The c1ty of Las Vegas, Nevada 1s a thriving 
metropoliS of nearly half-a-million permanent 
res1dents nestled 1n a desert valley near t'le 
southernmost tip of the state. · 
Located in the scenic southwestern Un1ted 
States, Las Vegas is Within a 30-mile radius 
of Lake Mead; the mass1ve Hoover Dam and 
Colora?o River recreational area; the snow ski-
mg tra1ls of 12,000 foot MI. Charleston; and a 
panorama of red-rock mountains, eroded sand-
stone landscape~ and replicas of old western 
towns. Also, w1th1n easy reach is the Southern 
Cahforn1a coastal areas, Arizona's Grand Can-
yon , California's Death Valley and Southern 
Utah's Zion National Park. 
F1rst settled in 1855 as a m1ssionary outpost 
of the Mormon Church, the city has grown into 
one of the premier entertainment spots in the 
world. Of course, everyone is familiar with the 
famed Las Vegas "Strip,'' where renowned 
entertainers come to perform and the glamour 
and glitter is unsurpassed anywhere. Yet the 
" Strip". IS by no means the only mean's of 
entert~mment. In many important ways, Las 
Vegas IS hke a~y other large city that is on the 
go. There IS a nch cultural scene including art 
galleries, theatres, ballet and numerous 
musical organizations. 
In addition, there are new museums, recrea· 
t1on~l parks, libraries, churches and hospitals 
makmg Las Vegas a city able to satisfy every 
taste . 
LADY REBEL BASKETBALL CAMP 
The UNLV Lady Rebel Basketball 
Team offers one of the finest instruc-
tional camps in the country for fledg-
ling female basketball stars. The Lady 
Rebel coaches and players combine 
to make an excellent staff that is 
knowledgeable in both the latest 
techniques and the basic fundamen-
tals. 
!he one week long session (usual-
ly m the end of July) provides young 
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players with an outstanding opportuni-
ty to learn ~II the aspects of the game. 
The camp 1s open to any interested girl 
- from elementary school to high 
school. 
For more information write: 
Lady Rebel Basketball Camp 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
4505 Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
-· 
THOMAS AND MACK CENTER FACTS 
The $30 million Thomas and Mack Center 
is the newest addition to the Entertainment 
Capital of the World, located in the heart 
of Las Vegas on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
Constructed with state-of-the-art 
engineering capabilities, the Center is an 
athletic and special events facility. It is the 
largest structure of its kind in the state of 
Nevada, and is the fourth largest on-
campus arena in the United States. 
The Center was specifically designed to 
handle a wide variety of athletic events-
including basketball , wrestling, tennis, 
volleyball, gymnastics, soccer, hockey, 1ce 
skating and rodeo-but it is also perfect for 
such events as concerts, conferences, cir-
cuses and commencement exercises. 
The most impressive feature of the facility 
is its 18,000 seat arena. Spectators have op-
timal sight lines from arm-chair seats in 51 
rows on two tiers. Surrounding the arena 
is spacious, accessible concourse with 
44,500 square feet of floor space, easily 
capable of providing capacity crowd move-
ment, displays or trade shows. The Center's 
main floor has four expandable meeting 
rooms, another large meeting room, ticket 
offices, a restaurant with bar, press room, 
locker rooms and snack bars. 
Overall , the Thomas and Mack Center is 
251,450 square fee.t and is 2,027112 feet 
above sea 1level. .:.~ 
Arena-Fioor-lev.el 'retractible seating (9 
rows) decrea'ses seating by 2,000. 
-Without seating retracted , floor measures 
124 feet x 72 feet and has approximately 
8,900 square feet of floor space. 
-With seating retracted , floor measures 184' 
x 124' with approximately 22,500 square 
feet of floor space. 
.:rhe basketball surface is portable wood . 
-Ceiling height is 127 feet. 
-Approximately 1,500-2,000 chairs may be 
set up on the floor. 
Concourse-Measures 34' x 1,300' 
-44,500 square feet of floor space. 
-Ceiling height varies from 13 feet at sides 
to 20 at peak. 
-Thirty private luxury boxes-a total of 392 
seats-are available for rental. 
Audio Visual capabilities-232 foot candles 
of metal halide light over every square foot 
of the area provide excellent television 
lighting. 
-Television camera baskets are located on 
the concourse level and cameras may be 
set up on ground level. 
-40,000 pounds, spread over eight points, 
can be hung from the arena ceiling. 
Parking-41 acres for 5,500 cars. 
Ticket Booths-2 main offices and 4 satellite 
offices. 
Locker Rooms-Six locker rooms, each ac-
commodating 15-20 people. One locker 
room for game officials. 
Scoreboards/Marques-Two multipurpose 
scoreboards located at each end of the 
arena. 
-Two animated message centers with 
graph ic animat ion and line-oriented 
message capabilities are located at mid-
court. 
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LADY REBELS ON THE AIR 
The Lady Rebel Basketball team is proud 
to have KUNV 91.5 FM as the official rad io 
station for 1984 Lady Rebel Basketball . 
Once agam, J1m DeFrates will call the play-
by-play With Penny Welsh handling the color 
commentary . 
. KUNV is a non-commercial stat ion ser-
vmg the Las V~gas valley area twenty-four 
hours a day With a combination of music 
education and of course, sports coverage: 
KUNV IS licensed to the Board of Regents 
of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and 
IS owned and operated by the Consolidated 
Students of the University of Nevada 
(C~UN) , Las Vegas campus. The station's 
mam studios and business offices are 
located on the third floor of the Moyer Stu-
dent Union on UNLV campus, with the 
transml.tter located on top of Black 
Mountam. 
. JIM DeFRATES-Jim DeFrates begins 
his second year serving as the play-by-play 
announcer for Lady Rebel Basketball 
DeFrates is a three year veteran of KUNV 
and also serves as the color commentator 
for the " High School Game of the Week " 
He. also hosts two one hour sports sho~s 
Which air on Mondays and Fridays at 11 :30 
a.m. 
DeFrates, 21 , is a Hotel Administration 
maJor and plans to pursue a career in 
broadcasting upon graduation . 
Sports Information Staff 
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THE BERT LEAVITT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Lori Arent was the first Lady Rebel 
recipient of the Bert Leavitt Memorial 
Scholarship last season. Arent will use 
the Scholarship to finish her degree in 
Biology and pursue a possible medical 
career. 
A donation in the name of Bert 
Leavitt was made in the Spring of 1983 
to an endowment fund tor women's 
basketball at the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas. An annual scholarship, the 
Bert Leavitt Memorial Scholarship, will 
be presented prior to the beginning of 
each season by Mrs. Joyce Leavitt to 
a member of the women's basketball 
team who meets the following criteria: 
1) The recipient must be in either her 
junior or senior year of eligibility at the 
time of the scholarship; 2) The reci-
pient must have an overall GPA of 3.0 
for her college career; 3) The recipient 
will be chosen by the head coach (Mrs. 
Joyce Leavitt reserves the right to 
amend this item at her discretion); 4) 
In the event that no female basketball 
players meets all of the above-
mentioned criteria in any given year, 
the award will be presented at the 
discretion of the head coach . 
The recipient of the Bert Leavitt 
Memorial Scholarship shall receive 
monies from interest earned on the 
Bert Leavitt endowment up to the 
amount specified by NCAA as 
allowable over and above her basket-
ball scholarship. Remaining monies 
that represent the balance of interest 
earned on the Bert Leavitt endowment 
shall be transferred into the women's 
basketball scholarship account. 
The Bert Leavitt Memorial Scholar-
ship recipient shall receive, in addition 
to scholarship monies, a small plaque 
to be provided through funds accrued 
from the endowment. 
The interest earned on the first 
quarter, ending June 30, 1983, shall be 
used to purchase a lar e trophy, upon 
which names of successive recipients 
shall be added, to be displayed in the 
Thomas and Mack Center. 
Athletic Director Dr. Brad Rothermel presents Lori Arent with the first-ever Bert 
Leavitt Memorial Scholarship Trophy. 
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LIFE AFTER LADY REBEL BASKETBALL 
" The ultimate value of the intercollegiate 
athletic experience for women is that it pro-
vides a vehtcle by which young women may 
obtain an education. The current measure 
of a program may be a reflection of its most 
recent won-loss record, but over time, it is 
a reflection of the calibre of women who at 
one time comprised the program. In ten or 
twenty years, what I will derive the most 
satisfaction from is not so much reminisc-
ing about past victories, but admiring the 
continuing accomplishments of former Lady 
Rebels. When scores are long forgotten, the 
peoplf! remain; what those people have 
been msplred to do as a result of passing 
through our program will, for me, be a true 
measure of our success." 
Co-Head Coach Sheila Strike-Bolla 
Here is a brief synopsis of some of the 
recent captains of the Lady Rebel Basket-
ball program and what they are doing now: 
SONIA LYKES (Captain 1982-83) 
.1983, Criminal Justice - After graduating 
wtth a degree in Criminal Justice, Lykes 
decided to further her education in the field 
of law . by entering Court Stenography 
School tn Los Angeles, CA. Lykes, a native 
of Inglewood, CA, is sixth on the All Time 
Scorers' list with 950 total points and still 
holds the assist game record with 14 
(achieved against Cameron University in 
1982). Her future goal is to own her own 
court stenography company someday. 
KATHY RICKS (Captain 1980-81) 
1981, Secondary Education - Kathy 
Ricks is using her basketball knowledge 
and expertise, nurtured at UNLV, as the 
Head Assistant Coach for the two-time 
defending National Champions University 
of Southern California. Ricks is the Lady 
Trojans' recruiting coordinator and is 
responsible for the recruitment of some of 
the finest women's basketball players in the 
country. Prior to her appointment at USC, 
she was the assistant coach for the Univer-
sity of Californta-lrvine Anteaters. Upon 
graduating from UNLV, Ricks spent the 
1982-83 season as a graduate assistant for 
the Lady Rebels. She has aspirations to 
someday be a head coach for a Division 1 
school. 
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KATHIE CALLOWAY (Captain 1981-82) 
1982, Chemistry - One of the most 
highly regarded players ever to come out 
of UNLV, Calloway is approaching her 
career with as much fervor as she ap-
proached the game of basketball. Calloway 
is entering her third year at Howard Medical 
School in Washington, D.C. She is specializ-
ing her medical studies in the field of 
Anesthesiology and hopes to become an 
Anethesiologist upon graduation. As a 
player with the Lady Rebels, Calloway has 
numerous records which still stand today, 
including free throws (287), rebounds (917), 
and number of games played (110). She 
also is the all time top scorer with 1319 total 
points (11 .9 per game average). Calloway is 
a native of Michigan City, Indiana. 
PENNY Welsh (Captain 1982-83) 
History, 1983- Welsh is entering her se-
cond year as a member of the Lady Rebel 
staff. As a 1983 graduate of UNLV, Welsh 
was appointed the position of graduate 
assistant last year. This year, she wi ll be 
fulfilling the duties of a volunteer assistant 
while pursuing a two-year masters degree 
in history. As a player, Welsh was the third 
leading all time scorer at UNLV with 994 
total points (18.4 average). Welsh has 
aspirations to earn a masters degree and 
coach a collegiate team someday. 
PAULA CLEAR (Co-Captain 1983-84) 
Secondary Education, 1984 -It did not 
take long for Paula Clear to start her career 
after graduating from UNLV in the spring 
of 1984. She will be a substitute teacher and 
girls basketball coach for her alma mater 
Northview High School in Covina, CA. She 
also has aspirations to earn a masters 
degree and coach on the collegiate level. 
ROCHELLE OLIVER (Co-Captain 1983-84) 
Rochelle Oliver is the first Lady Rebel to 
continue playtng basketball after her career 
at UNLV has ended. This fall Oliver will be 
a member of the city of Vienna, Austria 
Women's Basketball squad. Vienna is one 
of .Europe's most powerful women's teams. 
Oliver, a native of Bakersfield, CA, is the 
Lady Rebels fourth top all ttme scorer. 
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